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In this thesis, we fabricate and characterize carbon nanotube (CNT) and graphene-based field 
effect transistor devices. The CNT-based work centers around the physics of metal contacts to 
CNT, particularly relating the work function of contact metals to carrier transport across the 
junction. The graphene work is motivated by the desire to utilize the high carrier mobility of 
graphene in field effect transistors.  
CNT have excellent electrical properties including high carrier mobility, large field effect 
switching capabilities, and a long mean free path. Absent, however is an experimentally-backed 
model explaining contact-metal work function, device layout, and environment effects. To fill 
this void, we introduce a surface-inversion channel (SIC) model based on low temperature and 
electrical measurements of a distinct single-walled semiconducting CNT contacted by Hf, Cr, Ti 
and Pd electrodes. Anomalous barrier heights and metal-contact dependent band-to-band 
tunneling phenomena are utilized to show that dependent upon contact work function and gate 
field, transport occurs either directly between the metal and CNT channel or indirectly via 
injection of carriers from the metal-covered CNT region to the CNT channel. The model is 
consistent with previously contradictory experimental results, and the methodology is simple 
enough to apply in other contact-dominant systems. 
In agreement with the initial contact theory above, we further develop a model explain 
Isd-Vsd tendencies in CNT FETs. Using experimental and analytical analysis, we demonstrate a 
relationship between the contact metal work function and electrical transport properties 
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single chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-grown 6 millimeter long semiconducting single-walled 
CNT is electrically contacted with a statistically significant number of Hf, Cr, Ti, Pd, and Ti, Au 
electrodes, respectively. The observed exponentially increasing relationship of Isat and sdσ  with 
metal-contact work function that is explained by a theoretical model derived from thermionic 
field emission. Statistical analysis and spread of the data suggest that the conduction variability 
in same-CNT devices results from differences in local surface potential of the metal contact. 
Based on the theoretical model and methodology, an improved CNT-based gas sensing device 
layout is suggested; a method to experimentally determine gas-induced work function changes in 
metals is also proposed.  
Third, a performance analysis on CNT Schottky diodes using source-drain current 
anisotropy is explored. An analytical model is derived based on thermionic field emission and 
used to correlate experimental data from Pd-Hf, Ti-Hf, Cr-Hf, Ti-Cr, and Pd-Au mixed metal 
devices fabricated on one single 6 mm-long CNT. Results suggest that the difference in work 
functions of the two contact-metals, and not a dominant Schottky contact, determines diode 
performance. Results are further applied and demonstrated in a reversible polarity diode. 
Next, we develop experimental processes to grow high quality monolayer graphene on 
Cu foil. Cu foil is pre-annealed and hand polished to increase Cu crystalline domain size and 
reduce surface roughness. This is done to reduce nucleation sites for graphene during CVD 
growth.  After growth on Cu foil, the graphene is transferred to SiO2 using a floating PMMA 
method described in section 3.2.2. Finally, the quality of the graphene is analyzed via Raman 
spectroscopy, optical imagery, and sheet resistance measurements.  
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After demonstrating the quality of the graphene film, we investigate the effect of UV 
irradiation of graphene, CNT, and graphene/CNT hybrids in an oxygen environment. Samples 
were irradiated by 254/185 nm UV light in an oxygen environment for up to two hours. Results 
suggest a unique method to generate graphene nanoribbons using aligned carbon nanotubes 
(CNT) as a graphene etch mask. Ambient and cryogenic Gsd-Vg measurements of resulting ultra-
thin graphene nanoribbons show p-type character and field effect GOn/GOff > 10
4. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 CARBON NANOMATERIALS 
Carbon nanomaterials are some of the most of the most frequently studied materials in the 
literature today. The field continues to grow in research popularity in terms of publications more 
than 20 years after Iijima and Bethune’s TEM analysis of single-walled CNT (SWCNT) in 
1993,1,2 and nearly 30 years since the first preparation of buckminsterfullerene renewed interest 
in carbon.3 In fact, prior to the experimental demonstration of buckminsterfullerene, carbon 
research centered primarily around two other popular allotropes of carbon: diamond and graphite. 
Diamonds are the hardest known natural mineral known equally for its industrial applications as 
for its beautiful light dispersive properties. Without doping, diamond is typically an insulator 
with a bandgap of 5.5 eV. Due to rarity and cost, it is not useful for semiconductor devices and 
electrical applications. Graphite, however, is a layered structure wherein each layer has carbon 
atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. Naturally occurring, graphite is useful industrially as a 
lubricant, in batteries, and is perhaps most commonly known as “pencil lead”. Electrically it is a 
semimetal with highly anisotropic conductivity due to poor interlayer carrier transport. To 
understand what makes CNT and graphene special when comparing to these former famed 
carbon allotropes, one must consider dimension. The limited dimensionality combined with the 
ultra-strong C-C Sp2 hybridized bonding in both graphene and CNT make them attractive for 
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electrical, mechanical, chemical, and various theoretical purposes. While the primary focus of 
this thesis is the electrical characterization of novel CNT and graphene devices, the mechanical 
and chemical properties of these special carbon allotropes are equally as unique and are widely 
discussed elsewhere in the literature. 
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1.2 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
Chapter 2 begins by introducing interesting and related background work on CNT and 
discusses the motivation for my work. General electrical properties and interesting physical 
properties of CNT are also discussed. Experimentally, section 2 covers all of the CNT-related 
work we have performed in the past 4 years. This includes: 
-Physical model for the contact barriers at carbon nanotube-metal interfaces  
-Derivation and experimental fitting of CNT I-V data to a novel model based on 
thermionic field emission 
-Derivation and experimental fitting of I-V data from CNT with hetero-metal contacts to 
determine voltage and work function dependencies 
Chapter 3 begins with background work and motivation for the use of graphene in 
electronic devices. The plethora of interesting physics relating to graphene is also discussed. 
Experimentally, chapter 3 covers all graphene related work including growth, substrate transfer, 
and characterization. Noteworthy  success’ in this research area includes: 
-Growth of high quality monolayer graphene 
-Novel fabrication method for sub 5 nm graphene nanoribbons 
-Demonstration of room-temperature on/off field effect switching ratios greater than 104 
in fabricated graphene nanoribbon field effect devices. 
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2.0  CONTACT METAL-DEPENDENT ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT IN CARBON 
NANOTUBES 
2.1 BACKGROUND 
CNTs are a unique platform for investigating chemical,4-6 biological,7 electrical,8-13 
mechanical,14-16 and interdisciplinary concepts.17-20 Underlying its ubiquitous interest in the 
scientific community is the quasi 1-dimensional hexagonally aligned lattice structure held 
together with strong sp2 bonding. This bonding alignment, with three nearest neighbors to every 
carbon atom, creates a structure that is both mechanical stable and electrically conducting. CNT 
come in a variety of flavors that are differentiated by their Chirality, which is explained further 
in Appendices A and B. CNT can also be classified by the number of concentric walls of carbon 
the tube is composed of. SWCNT have a single atomic layer of carbon atoms wrapped in a 
cylinder, typically with diameter less than 3 nm. Multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) can have 
diameters from a few nm up to nearly 100 nm.  
Physically, the ultimate tensile strength of MWCNT is estimated to be at least 63 GPa, 
although this value is considered a lower bound for ultimate strength.21 SWCNTs have a lower 
bound on ultimate strength of 100 GPa and a theoretically predicted strength around 1 TPa.22 
Axial compressive strength or strain has yet to be measured, although this value may yield even 
greater values due to the cylindrical structure. This strength makes CNT ideal for improving 
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physical and electrical properties in composites.23 CNTs can also be purchased as ultra high 
resolution tips for scanning probe microscopy, which is perhaps the only commercialized 
application at this time.19 
In CNT, the low-energy electrical transport is almost exclusively dominated by the out of 
plane π , *π states, while the in-plane σ states only effect carriers with energy greater than 4 eV, 
exceeding realistic room temperature energies.24 This permits  us to derive an accurate energy 
dispersion in a CNT band structure using a simple tight binding model of graphene derived in 
Appendix A. We observe from the tight binding model that an isolated sheet of graphene is a 
semimetal (zero band gap semiconductor) where conduction and valence bands touch only at the 
K-points. Imposing boundary conditions due to the finite CNT circumference reduces the 
allowable k values to a quantized number of energy bands. The existence of an electronic 
bandgap is determined by whether one of the allowable k values crosses through a K-point. 
Further details regarding the relationships between metallicity and diameter can be found in both 
Appendix A and Appendix B. 
 In metal CNTs (allowable k crosses the K point), the low energy dispersion is linear with 
transport governed by filled π and unfilled *π bonding states. With a mean free path often 
greater than a micron for low-energy carriers,25 transport can be ballistic over long length scales. 
Assuming ballistic transport in a device, the conductivity of metallic CNTs is determined using 
the 1-D Landaur-Büttiker formula: NT
h
eG
22
= where h is Planck’s constant, N is the number of 
conducting channels, and T is the transmission probability at the contacts. Assuming N = 4 when 
accounting for spin degeneracy and two conducting channels, and T =1 (reflection-less contacts), 
the minimum possible resistance for a CNT is ~6.5 kΩ. This can be interpreted to mean, and is 
experimentally proven, that regardless of channel length, the lowest resistance for a single CNT 
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device is approximately 6.5 kΩ.25 In ultraclean samples, particularly at low temperatures, 
evidence for quantized conductance manifests step-like conductance properties as seen in the 
literature. 26 Metallic CNT are also an excellent platform for investigation of quantum 
mechanical transport effects. Phenomena such as Anderson localization,27 Aharonov-Bohm 
Oscillations due to the cylindrical nature of CNT (this was observed in metallic MWCNT),28 as 
well as a low temperature Lüttinger-Liquid transition have been observed.29-33  An open question 
in CNT physics is the manifestation of superconductivity34 which was earlier observed in 
SWCNT ropes35,36 but is difficult to explain theoretically. 
Semiconducting CNTs, on the other hand, have zero density of states at the Fermi level 
and can have an optical band gap approaching 1 eV for very small diameters.37 Strong exciton 
binding energies reduce the effective electrical bandgap, however and leads to novel screening 
effects.38-40 Optically, semiconducting CNT have strong absorption due to Van Hove 
Singularities in the density of states. This enhanced optical absorption led to significant Raman 
spectra studies,41-45 and further enabled observation of optical phenomena such as the Stark 
Effect.46,46 For all nanotubes, but particularly semiconducting CNT, carrier transport is 
overwhelmingly dominated by the metal-CNT contact effects. In discussing the Landaur-
Büttiker formula for metal tubes, it was simply assume that the transmission coefficient T = 1. In 
reality, reflection-less contacts are extremely difficult to fabricate due to resist residue, metal 
oxidation, 47 CNT defects, environmental effects such as humidity,48 and poor metal wetting to 
the CNT surface.49 This innate contact energy barrier to semiconducting CNTs in particular has 
allowed single-electron transistor operation50,51 and observation of the Coulomb blockade31,52,53 
in simple back gated field effect transistor devices. In fact, semiconducting CNTs display 
remarkably high field effect mobility11,12 which allows for excellent transistor operation. As such, 
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in section 2 of this thesis, various contact-effects associated with the use of CNTs in field effect 
and diode devices will be considered. As part of this section, the effect of applying different 
metal species to the same tube will be investigated. 
2.1.1 Motivation 
Carbon nanotube field effect transistors (CNT-FETs) have high current-carrying capability,54 
on/off ratio greater than 106,55-57 and switchable polarity dependent upon environment and 
chemical treatment.58,59 Rapid optimization and performance enhancement in CNT-FETs has 
occurred24. Nevertheless, the physics and the underlying mechanisms for transport are still 
incomplete. For instance, experimentally distinguishing energy band alignment at the metal-CNT 
contact has proven to be exceedingly difficult60,61 and scarce experimental evidence exists in the 
form of Schottky barrier heights. Initially, it was believed that gas adsorbates in the CNT channel 
induces a charge transfer from CNTs to adsorbates, resulting in p-type conduction in ambient 
measurement conditions.62,63 However, more recently it was argued that the adsorbate-induced 
planar dipole layers at the interface are the key factor for determining the majority carrier.64  
The model of the induced dipole layer at the interface generally explains the CNT device 
operation. For Au contacts, conduction variations are attributed to the induced dipole moment 
due to oxygen adsorbates at the interface. In the absence of oxygen, Au electrons are spilled over 
to CNT. In the presence of oxygen however, strong charge transfer occurs from Au to O2, 
forming a dipole opposed to the spillover.65 This dipole layer depletes the CNT, pulling the 
Fermi level (EF) of CNT towards the valence band maximum. Similarly, in the case of Ti, a 
commonly used contact metal, oxygen-induced surface potential variations were introduced to 
explain the dominant p-type behavior.64 However, contrary to these earlier reports, McClain et al. 
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observed that under atmospheric O2 exposure, the range of off-state gate bias was extended 
significantly into the n-region until the electron conducting on-state weakly appeared.66 This 
occurrence cannot be explained by a planar dipole model, nor is it consistent with earlier oxygen 
doping model. The formation of dipole layer at the interface (due to oxygen in this case) should 
give rise to a threshold voltage change exclusively. Conversely, increases in dopant (oxygen) 
concentrations should be followed by a significant increase in off-current67 in contrast to the 
CNT devices which often exhibits the reverse phenomenon. In this proposal we seek to solve 
these issues via introduction of a new theory based on the concept that the shortest distance is 
certainly not always the path of least resistance. In a circuit with multiple current paths, carriers 
will always traverse the path with the lowest resistance, even if the physical length of such a path 
is longer. When contacted with low work function metals, the electron contribution of the sub-
surface metal-covered CNT is often neglected because of the longer conduction pathway 
compared to that of the metal edge to CNT path. As a result, the interface-dominant conduction 
of the surface dipole model is inconsistent with conduction in extremely low work function 
metals where surface-passivated metal contacts with work functions  << 4.0 eV have usually 
been required for stable electron conduction.57,68 These inconsistencies (as well as our 
observations in this report) suggest that an updated model is required to accommodate such 
complications in the transport phenomena at the metal-CNT contact. 
Knowledge of the aforementioned lack of measured Schottky barrier magnitudes is 
crucial to development of said model. For example, the magnitude of the Schottky barrier over a 
range of applied gate bias (Vg) will provide the energy band offsets and alignments, while the 
slope of barrier versus gate bias will provide information with respect to the nature of the 
dominant carrier (electron, hole, or both). These measurements must be performed for devices 
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located on a single, distinct, CNT, since contact Schottky barriers on different CNTs and results 
from different groups may also induce further complications as a result of the variable diameter 
CNTs and fabrication conditions adopted. For consistent data acquisition and clear understanding 
of results, different metal contacts must all be fabricated on one single-walled CNT, using 
identical fabrication conditions and testing environment. 
From a device-level perspective, the purpose of this thesis is to describe the current-
voltage characteristics of a CNT-FET with a known metal. This type of knowledge has been 
gathered for materials such as silicon and III-V semiconductors over the last half century, while 
little data exists for CNT or many other nanostructures. For instance, CNT FETs are unique 
because the current modulation in CNT-FETs is dominated by field-adjusted energy barriers at 
the contacts,60,62,64,69,70 in contrast to Si-based devices.71  Without chemical treatment, the metal-
contact work function determines the CNT device polarity,10,63 applicable in advanced adaptive 
logic circuits56 and dopant-free CMOS circuitry.57,72,73 However, previous attempts at 
understanding the contact dependences of CNT-FETs66,68,74,75 are complicated by usage of CNT 
with varying diameter and the lack of an analytical CNT transport model. Therefore, we use 
systematic experimental and theoretical analysis to relate metal-contact work function and 
electrical transport properties saturation current (Isat) and differential conductance ( )sdσ  in CNT-
FETs incorporating a theoretical model analytically derived from thermionic field emission. 
Previous variation-limitations are overcome with measurement, statistical analysis, and data 
fitting from ~100 Hf, Cr, Ti, Au, and Pd contacts on a single CNT. Further analysis suggests the 
model is applicable for quantitative nanotube-based gas sensing, and for noninvasive metal 
work-function measurement. 
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CNTs have been implemented into steadily more advanced logic circuits beyond FET 
devices,56,72,73,76-78 and with advances in growth and positioning,79-82 and better contact 
engineering,60,83 scalable CNT-based logic circuits could be feasible within the next decade. 
CNT-based Schottky diodes are of particular interest due to simple fabrication and promising 
high-frequency characteristics.84 Hence, the literature is littered with individual diode devices 
utilizing mixed-metal contacts to CNT.84-88 The diode-like characteristics of these mixed-metal 
devices is suggested to result from one contact having ohmic properties (typically Pd or Ti) and 
the other being Schottky in nature. Innately this assumes that the energy difference between the 
contact-metal work function mΦ  and CNT Fermi level ( )FE  determines the device current-
rectifying ability. However, the validity of this assumption has not been systematically tested and 
no model has been developed to explain the mΦ - dependent rectifying capabilities.  
Using experimental data fitted to a derived theoretical model we consider this issue and 
demonstrate that in hole-conducting devices where both contacts are Schottky in nature, the 
difference in mΦ ( )21 mmm Φ−Φ=Φ  determines the rectification, not the energy band alignment 
at a dominant Schottky contact. This result is applied to demonstrate a reversible-polarity diode 
with bias-dependent rectifying characteristics. 
2.1.2 Experimental Details 
2.1.2.1 Carbon Nanotube Growth  
Ultra long aligned CNTs utilized for devices in sections 2.2-2.4 were synthesized by laminar 
flow TCVD with FeCl3 (Sigma Aldrich) in ethanol as a catalyst. After cleaning Si/SiO2 (300 nm) 
wafers with oxygen plasma and acetone/IPA/DI water, the edge of the samples were dipped in 
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0.001 M FeCl3/ethanol. The samples were then dried in air for 5 minutes before loading onto a 
quartz sample holder, which was then placed inside a 2 cm diameter quartz tube to reduce 
turbulence and promote laminar flow for increased CNT length.82 The 2 cm inner-diameter tube 
is then placed inside the chamber on alumina stilts so that the catalyst-coated edge facing 
towards the gas inlet. This orientation is done such that long tubes can nucleate from the catalyst 
near the edge. Growth was performed in atmospheric pressure, firstly by purging the chamber 
with 300 sccm of 99.999% Ar gas, followed by maximum temperature ramp up to 900° C while 
flowing 100 sccm H2 gas. At 900° C, the FeCl3 catalyst is reduced and decomposes into Fe 
nanoparticles. After holding the temperature at 900° C for 10 minutes, the furnace is again max-
ramped to 1000° C for growth of the CNTs. CNTs were then grown for up to 30 minutes while 
reducing Ar flow to 0 sccm, and increasing H2 and CH4 flow to 16 and 14 sccm, respectively.  
To confirm that the flow inside the inner tube was indeed laminar in nature, a Reynolds 
number < 2300 must be demonstrated, with smaller numbers indicating a more stable flow. The 
Reynolds number is the figure of merit for determining the turbulence of flow, and is defined by 
µ
ρυdRe = , where ρ is the gas density, υ  is flow velocity, µ is the viscosity as a function of 
temperature, and d  is the tube inner diameter. At 23 K, 266.0~ m
kgρ  for methane, and  
209.0~ m
kgρ  for hydrogen at room temperature and 2152.0 m
kg  and 202.0 m
kg  at 1000° C, 
respectively. Flow velocity is equal to the volume flow rate (m3/s) divided by the large outer tube 
(d = 5 cm) cross section area. Viscosity was calculated as a function of temperature using the 
Sutherland formula 
2
3
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A summary of the calculated and empirical values for the CNT growth conditions are 
shown in Table 1.  The resulting Reynolds number ~.03 indicates an extremely stable flow that 
will promote tip growth due to a dominance of the CNT/catalyst buoyancy force due to a 
temperature gradient within the small tube.89 
 
Table 1. Reynolds number calculation data for methane gas in a tube furnace 
Parameter T = 27° C T = 1000° C 
0µ  11.2 sPa ⋅µ  x 
C 169 x 
0T  T = 27° C x 
ρ   .66 



2m
kg  .152 




2m
kg  
µ  11.2 sPa ⋅µ  31.84 sPa ⋅µ  
υ  X (no methane flow) s
m4108.2 −⋅  
eR  x .0267 
Laminar Flow? - Yes 
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Figure 1. SEM image of ultra-long aligned CNT grown via laminar flow TCVD. 
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For growth times between 15-30 minutes, no noticeable differences in CNT length and 
quantity were observed, although longer times occasionally resulted in deposition of amorphous 
carbon on the SiO2 surface. Within this range, conditions were ideal for centimeter or longer 
(substrate limited) aligned CNT growth, with sparse CNT spacing ~100 µm. Typical results for 
CNT growth are shown in the SEM Image in fig. 1.  
2.1.2.2 Device Fabrication 
After CNT growth and transferred with the floating PMMA-Hf etchant method, e-beam 
lithography (EBL, Raith E-Line) patterning was used to define alignment markers that were 
subsequently etched into the SiO2 with 9:1 buffered oxide etch. Using a scanning electron 
microscope, we first examined near the catalyst region to locate a desirable CNT. As the CNT 
are strongly aligned, 1 mm steps were taken along the same CNT to denote its exact location 
without exposing the future device regions to the electron beam. To contact the CNT with metal 
electrodes, hundreds of large probe-able pads (modular design) were fabricated with lead lines 
approaching within ~15µm of the CNT. Individual metal contact species were then patterned 
with EBL, metal deposited by e-beam evaporation, and lift-off performed in 45° Celsius acetone. 
Post fabrication, CNT-FETs regions were covered with optical photo resist and the sample 
etched in 100-150 W O2 plasma to remove other CNTs. Typical device is shown in figure 2. 
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(a) (b)
   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Optical image (a) and AFM image of zoomed in region (b) showing the device layout used for 
the CNT experimental section of this proposal. Scale bars are 1 mm and 20 microns respectively. Arrows denote the 
CNT. 
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2.1.2.3 Schottky Barrier Measurements 
Barrier heights were calculated by measuring devices in a closed cycle refrigerator for 150 < T < 
300 K (Although Schottky barrier estimations only utilized the temperature range 250-300K). 
Richardson plots were generated for all gate biases. By plotting 




2ln T
I sd  vs. 
T
1  at specific Vg 
and Vsd, the slope of the resulting plot is equal to the Schottky barrier height at that point 
according to the equation,71 
( )
kT
A
T
I bsd Φ−=



 *lnln 2        (2.1) 
After extrapolation of the barriers, we can find the zero-bias barrier height ( )0Φ  by plotting  
bΦ  as a function of sdV  according to the equation: 
sdb VA−Φ=Φ 0         (2.2) 
The y-intercept provides an estimation of 0Φ  which does not incorporate image force lowering. 
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2.2 ANOMALOUS SCHOTTKY BARRIERS AND CONTACT BAND-TO-BAND 
TUNNELING IN CARBON NANOTUBE TRANSISTORS 
2.2.1 Introduction 
On a single ultra long 1.7 nm diameter semiconducting CNT81 with an estimated energy gap, 
65.0≈gE eV,
37 we fabricated FETs with Hf, Ti, Cr, and Pd contacts by e-beam lithography. 
These metals were chosen because they offer a wide range of work functions (3.9 (Hf) - 5.1(Pd)). 
Devices had 1 µm channel length and were limited to a 40 micron region of the same CNT to 
further minimize the risk of diameter change. Using temperature-dependent characteristics of 
thermionic emission, we fit the subthreshold p-type and n-type regions of operation with the 
basic Schottky model. Richardson plots were constructed and the model was fit for 250 K < T < 
300 K to extract zero-bias barrier height estimations. 
2.2.2 Results and Discussion 
The activation energy method explained in section 2.1.2.3 was used to extract Schottky barrier 
heights from Isd in terms of gate bias (fig. 3). Hole barriers were extracted as a function of 
applied gate bias ( gV ) for Pd and Ti (fig. 4a), and electron barriers for Hf and Cr FETs (fig. 4b). 
From these plots we observed that: (i) A clear exponential relationship between barrier height 
( )bΦ  and gV , and (ii) 
g
electrons
b
g
holes
b
VV ∂
Φ∂
>
∂
Φ∂
. Later these relationships will further confirm the 
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validity of the SIC model. Our purpose of the exponential fittings of fig. 4 is to obtain Schottky 
barrier height at Vg = 0 and determine the EF of the CNT. Ambiguity occurs in the case of Cr and 
Hf, where near Vg = 0, carrier type conversion occurs. We assume that for Cr and Hf at Vg = 0, 
the carrier is n-type. The barrier height for electron carriers is obtained by extrapolating the 
linearized log-scale relationships to Vg = 0 as shown in Fig. 4b (trend lines). The estimated 
Φb(Vg = 0) can be used to extract a CNT bulk EF position and subsequent band diagram. All 
estimations of EF should be equivalent due to the common CNT and environment of each device. 
The estimations for EF are extracted by applying the unpinned level assumption and Schottky 
Mott relationship ( Fmetal
electrons
b E=Φ+Φ  and F
holes
bmetal E=+Φ−Φ where Φmetal  denotes the 
metal work function ).71 In the case of Hf, the extrapolated barrier height is far different from the 
measured barrier height at Vg = 0, due to the switch of majority carrier. Common work functions 
are assumed for each metal, including: Ti = 4.6 eV,90 Cr = 4.4 eV,91 Hf = 4.0 eV, and Pd = 5.0 
eV, explanations for which are found in Table 2. For electron barriers, the extrapolated EF values 
are 4.55 eV for Hf and 4.56 eV for Cr. For hole barriers, EF = 4.5 eV for Ti and 4.9 eV for Pd. + 
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Table 2. Metal work functions 
Metal Work 
function 
Range 
Common 
Value 
Explanation 
Hf 3.9 - 4.0 4.0 Minimal literature exists on the ambient measurement of 
work function for Hafnium. Therefore we utilized the 
theoretical value of 4.0. 
Cr 4.1 – 4.5 4.4 Effect of hydrogen and oxygen exposure on the ambient 
work function measured by the Kelvin method. A large group 
of samples was measured in ambient first, and had a large 
grouping between 4.3 – 4.52. We averaged these values to 
assume 4.4=Φ m .
2 
Ti 4.5 – 5.3 4.6 Work function was measured as a function of oxygen 
exposure by Jonker et al. Initial clean surface value was 4.58 
± 0.05 eV. With maximum value observed was an oxygen 
saturated surface with 3.5=Φ m . We assume a value of 4.6 
since the reference suggests that significant oxygen loading is 
required to raise the surface potential90.3 
Pd 4.9 – 5.2 5.0 Kelvin force microscopy has shown that Pd on Au has a 
surface potential difference of less than 0.1 eV, thus giving 
our expected lower limit of about 4.9 or 5.0 eV.4 Gu et al 
measured Pd work function of 5.15 on atomic layer deposited 
HfO2.5  
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Figure 3. Schottky barrier height measurements for metals (a) Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Cr, and (d) Hf. Ti and Hf 
measurements were performed for the hole-carrier energy barriers while Cr and Hf measurements were only 
possible for electron barriers. For Ti and Pd, bΦ  vs. sdV  contains no intercepting curves and each plot contains 
steadily increasing slope as Vg was increased. Cr and Hf fittings have multiple intercepting curves and near zero 
slopes, particularly as Vg is increased positively. The actual barrier is the CNT inversion region, and unlike a typical 
Schottky-type barrier it is possible to have little dependence on applied Vsd.  
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Figure 4. (a) Schottky barriers extracted by using thermionic model and activation energy measurements. 
Ti (square), Pd (circle) barrier heights as a function of gate voltage. Inset is an  optical image of the device layout 
used for measurements. The solid line denotes the location of the single CNT used for all the measurements with 
four different metal electrodes. (b) Schottky barrier heights for low work function metals Cr (square) and Hf (circle). 
The solid lines indicate least square fit of the data in the range.  
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A few observations can be made from the source-drain current (Isd) and Schottky barrier 
height as a function of Vg as shown in Fig. 5. Isd is inversely proportional to the barrier height. 
Hole currents are dominant in all the devices regardless of metal contact type and the onset of 
hole current is Vg ≥ 0 for all the devices. Hence, EF of the CNT should be significantly greater 
than 4.8 eV (electron affinity + Eg/2), which is the estimated intrinsic EF of a 1.7 nm CNT.37 The 
observed EF values above are clearly underestimated and suggest an unusual band alignment near 
the contacts. We emphasize that this underestimated EF does not result from inaccurate 
measurements, since any underestimation of the barrier height violates the Schottky Mott 
relationship as gb E>Φ  (particularly for the Hf case).
71  
Careful examination of Fig. 5 gives insight for different transport phenomena among the 
metals. For example, Pd has the largest work function, and as expected, has the largest threshold 
voltage of the metals (Fig. 5a). In the case of Ti (Fig. 5b), weak ambipolar behavior is observed 
and more importantly, similar n-type and p-type currents are observed at equal Schottky barrier 
heights. This suggests that Ti transport has similar properties for both electrons and holes (note 
that Schottky barrier measurements are offset by gate sweep hysteresis). On the other hand, Hf 
has the lowest work function and yet has negligible electron current for positive Vg (Fig. 5c). The 
Schottky barriers for Hf closely resemble those of Ti for electron conduction, and are in fact 
smaller for hole conduction. Measurement yielded nearly constant barriers of 0.1 - 0.15 eV for 
Vg < 0 V in the case of Hf. It is noted that the hole current is extremely low in spite of low 
Schottky barrier height and high source-drain bias (Vsd).  This suggests that Hf has a very thick 
energy barrier compared to that of Ti, and furthermore, for Hf the electron barrier is thicker than 
the hole-type barrier. Another intriguing phenomena for Hf near Vg = 0 is the existence of a 
region of negative transconductance, as shown in Fig. 5d. This characteristic usually occurs in 
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the case of BTB tunneling71 and during filling of multiple energy bands during transport.92 
However, multiple energy band conduction is ruled out near Vg = 0 V, since EF is located mid-
gap. The hump was not visible for Vsd << 3 V but appeared in all three Hf devices (same CNT) 
tested in vacuum with Vsd = 3 V (Fig. 6). This was only observed in the case of Hf metal, not 
others. 
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Figure 5. The measured Vg - Isd characteristics and the corresponding barrier height for a given gate bias 
from (a) Pd p-type device, (b) hole dominant ambipolar Ti device, (c) hole-dominant ambipolar Hf device. Note that 
in this case Vsd = 3.0 V, and (d) negative transconductance at the onset of hole conduction, which is evidence of high 
source-drain bias BTB tunneling at Vsd = 3.0. 
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Figure 6. Isd-Vg sweeps at 300K vacuum conditions for different Hf-CNT-Hf transistors on the same CNT. 
Negative transconductance at the onset of p-type behavior denotes BTB tunneling of minority electrons from the 
CNT inversion region valence band to the conduction band of the metal-covered CNT. The threshold voltage 
difference for the above devices is due to variations in work function of the contact materials (different contact 
crystal face or variation of environmental exposure). Circles denote the location of the BTB tunneling region. Inset 
shows band diagram according to the SIC model.   
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Using the above Schottky barrier measurements, metal dependent transport 
characteristics, and the BTB phenomenon we propose the SIC model and then explain details of 
the transport phenomena according to this model. The first SIC model presumption is the 
formation of a CNT inversion layer at the junction. The CNT-metal contact region is strongly 
affected by gas adsorbates and oxide growth, particularly for low-work function metals, where 
oxygen exposure can increase surface potential by an eV or more.90,93 Experimental evidence in 
the study of oxidation also shows that electric fields enhance native oxide growth. This type of 
electric field-induced growth produces non-stoichiometric metal oxide species and a reduced 
activation energy for physisorption or chemisorption at the CNT/metal that can enhance the 
charge transfer with the CNT.94 Large field strengths are possible in the local region around the 
CNT-metal contact to enhance the thickness of oxide or oxygen absorption depth. Therefore, in 
the case of oxygen exposure, the surface dipole induces electron transfer from the CNT to the 
metal and typically produces a strongly p-type region that we refer to as the CNT inversion layer. 
EF in this region is difficult to modify, and will require large gate fields to overcome the 
screening of the surface dipole. The second presumption is the formation of additional 
conduction path through the CNT located under the metal electrode. This CNT region 
underneath the metal contact is completely resistant to gate fields due to the metal screening, and 
EF remains unchanged with applied Vg. Due to enhanced growth of a surface oxide layer, which 
is particularly thick in the case of Hf, the subsurface metal region is protected from adsorbates 
and will reflect pristine conditions.  
Figure 7a shows a schematic of our SIC model for particularly Hf case (low work 
function). In the metal-covered CNT region, charge transfer from the metal to the CNT occurs, 
favoring electron conduction. The direction of the charge transfer of the CNT inversion region is 
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opposite to that of metal-covered CNT region, favoring hole conduction. This resulting energy 
band alignment resembles an inversion layer in a metal oxide semiconductor device. To 
demonstrate the validity of the SIC model, we will explain conduction phenomenon as a function 
of gate bias. In fig. 7a, the off-state is assumed to occur around Vg = 0, although this will depend 
on gate dielectric and trapped oxide charge. The electron barrier is in agreement with the 
previously extrapolated value of 0.55 eV. The measured barrier is 0.2 eV with respect to the 
direct hole conduction, as shown in the schematic.  
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Figure 7. (a) Top panels show the charge transfer between CNT and Hf (low work function metal) with 
exposure to oxygen. The bottom panels show comparison of typical band diagram of surface dipole layer model and 
our SIC model. In the surface dipole layer model, band bending occurs due to the formation of dipole layer and the 
tunnels through the regular Schottky barrier. In SIC model, three distinct CNT regions are formed: metal-covered 
CNT, CNT inversion layer, and intrinsic channel. (b) Band diagram of electron conducting on-state at Vg = 15 V. 
Electron barrier between the metal-covered section of the CNT and inversion CNT region dominates conduction. (c) 
Band diagram of hole conducting on-state at Vg = -15 V. Tunneling dominates and transport is governed by direct 
injection of holes from the metal. (d) The band diagram at a gate bias of intermediate region to show negative 
transconductance due to BTB tunneling resulting from a large band offset at the interface.  
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Electron conduction is favorable at Vg = 15 V (fig. 7b), because the metal-covered CNT 
region has a favorable energy line up for electron conduction with the CNT channel. The 
“Schottky” barrier observed in the measurements for electron conduction is actually the thick 
surface inversion layer. The barrier thickness suppresses tunneling current, in agreement with our 
observations of low electron current in this region. To pass from the electrodes to the CNT, 
carriers travel first from the metal into the metal-covered CNT, and then traverse the thick 
inversion layer barrier before entering into the CNT channel. This will be referred to as “indirect 
transport”. Carriers travelling directly from the metal, across the inversion region and into the 
channel will be referred to as “direct transport”. On-state hole transport (at Vg = -15 V) is 
dominated by this direct transport due to severe band bending at the CNT inversion layer 
interface with the metal (fig. 7c). The subsurface metal contact cannot contribute to the current 
flow, because EF is located near the conduction band edge. As a consequence, direct hole 
transport across the inversion region will be dominated by tunneling and a nearly constant barrier 
for Vg < -5 V, as observed in our measurements. 
At the transition region from indirect transport to direct transport (5 V < Vg < -5 V), a 
large band offset exists between the subsurface CNT and the CNT Inversion layer. With a large 
enough applied Vsd, minority electron carriers from the CNT can tunnel from the valance band of 
the inversion region to the metal-covered CNT conduction band (fig. 7d). As Vg is decreased 
(larger negative magnitude) majority hole carriers start to tunnel from the metal and into the 
inversion layer (direct conduction) as shown in fig. 9C, and the minority electron current 
decreases. This decrease of minority carriers gives rise to the brief decrease of the total current, 
visible as a hump (fig. 5d, fig. 6).  
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Other metals, including the barrier height measurements of Ti, and Pd, are also consistent 
with the model and are summarized briefly in fig. 8. Strong hole conduction is observed in Pd 
due to the p-type nature of both the subsurface and inversion layer (although it is not actually an 
inversion layer in this context). The off-state occurs when the barrier between the inversion 
region and CNT channel increases as the gate bias increases. Neither electron conduction nor 
hole conduction is allowed due to the lack of an indirect or direct transport path for large positive 
Vg. Therefore, no ambipolar behavior can be expected in the case of Pd metal. For Ti, on the 
other hand, increased ambipolar conduction is observed when compared with metal contacts 
having much lower work function due to favorable direct conduction of both hole and electron 
carriers. The work function of Ti (4.6 eV) is located 0.1 - 0.2 eV below the conduction band 
minimum of CNT (in the band gap) and limits indirect hole conduction in the presence of a 
surface dipole. However, the CNT inversion layer EF is located closer to the valence band, 
permitting larger directly injected current. The Schottky barrier for direct conduction of electron 
current in the case of Ti is smaller than in the case of Hf and Pd. This direct mechanism is in 
addition to a small indirect flow of electrons, allowing weak ambipolar behavior even in the 
presence of surface dipole (fig. 8). The direct transport mechanism dominance is further 
confirmed due to the equivalent hole and electron currents at equal measured Schottky barrier 
heights (fig. 5b). 
After considering each metal independently, we also note that the differences in 
g
holes
b
V∂
Φ∂ and 
g
electrons
b
V∂
Φ∂  from fig. 4 must be a direct consequence of  
g
channel
F
g
Inversion
F
V
E
V
E
∂
∂
<<
∂
∂ . The 
value of 
g
electrons
b
g
Inversion
F
VV
E
∂
Φ∂
∝
∂
∂  is strongly limited by the dipole induced screening. Meanwhile, 
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g
holes
b
g
channel
F
VV
E
∂
Φ∂
∝
∂
∂  is unaffected by dipoles and related only to the gate/CNT coupling. A 
significantly large value of 
g
holes
b
V∂
Φ∂  is observed in our measurements, as evidenced by the 
electrical measurements in fig. 5 for Ti and Pd. Additionally, we suggest that the previously 
observed decreases in on-state hole current66 after annealing or high vacuum degassing are the 
consequence of a weakened CNT inversion region and not a significant variation in work 
function. The inversion region remains p-type, but EF shifts closer to mid-band gap as oxygen 
desorbs. The result is a thicker barrier for hole conduction and a decrease in tunneling current. 
The appearance of a weak electron conducting on-state can occur if desorption weakens the 
dipole significantly, similar to recent reports.66 
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Figure 8. Band diagrams at various Vg for Pd and Ti. (a) Pd in hole conduction state has possibility of 
carrier contribution via both direct and indirect mechanisms. Conversely, large direct and indirect transport barriers 
for electrons suppress electron current flow. (b) On the other hand, Ti direct transport contributes carriers to both 
hole and electron transport. For this reason, Ti devices often show better ambient ambipolar characteristics than 
metals with much smaller work function. Indirect current likely also contributes electrons for large positive Vg as 
can be seen from (b). 
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2.2.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, surface inversion channel model, which includes two competing pathways for 
carrier transport, has been proposed to explain the anomalous barrier heights and a 
transconductance hump in our experimental results. This model clearly explains why ohmic 
contacted n-type devices are difficult to achieve. For air-stable electron conduction, low work 
function metal with weak surface dipole must be utilized for CNT contact. The inversion channel 
model is in agreement with previous results by other groups and should serve as a basic outline 
for adsorbate exposed CNT-FET conduction. 
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2.3 THERMIONIC FIELD EMISSION TRANSPORT IN CARBON NANOTUBE 
TRANSISTORS: CONTACT METAL DEPENDENCE 
2.3.1 Introduction 
We focus on two CNT-FET samples in this study, the first contained 120 electrodes (114 devices) 
on a single 6 mm long semiconducting CNT of 1.7 nm diameter with 86 devices electrically 
active at the first measurement (75.4 % yield). The diameter was confirmed by AFM, and the 
lack of 100% yield results from regions where the single CNT was damaged during fabrication. 
Sample 1 utilizes the metals Ti, Pd, Cr, and Hf as metal contacts. In addition, to confirm the 
model consistency, we prepared a second sample incorporating only Ti and Au electrodes on a 5 
mm long, 1.53 nm diameter semiconducting CNT. Optical images of samples are shown in Fig. 
2a and a magnified AFM image in Fig. 2b. The metals Au, Ti, Pd, Cr, and Hf were chosen 
because they are non0-ferromagnetic, and possess a wide range of work functions ( 4.0 5.2− eV).  
2.3.2 Results and Discussion 
I-V measurements were performed on two CNT samples in ambient environment using a probe 
station. A back gate bias of 15gV = −  V was found to be sufficient to bias all devices in the hole-
conducting on-state. This restriction was necessary to prevent the existence of multiple carrier 
types and eliminate the effect of threshold voltage shifts in the analysis of different metals. 
Figure 9a shows the clear Isd relationship with metals, with an order of 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )I Hf I Cr I Ti I Pd< < < . satI  is found by extrapolating the linear region of ln(Isd) vs. Vsd 
to 0sdV = V, as illustrated in Fig. 9a. The corresponding sdσ  curves are also provided in Fig. 9b. 
To calculate sdσ , ( )sd sdI V  curves were smoothed with a 16 point Savitzky Golay filter and the 
resulting curves are differentiated. The data were tabulated by metal type, and differential 
conductance at Vsd = 0 point was chosen from each device for comparison.  
To accurately compare sdσ  and satI  for different metal contacts, statistical analysis is 
performed on the raw data to check the normality of each distribution. For data with a normal 
distribution, the mean will be used as an accurate comparative value to test for a dependence 
between metal sdσ  and satI . Figure 10a shows a histogram of differential conductance by metal 
type. Although there is an overlap in the differential conductance for each metal, a distinct trend 
for sdσ  is observed with an order, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sd sd sd sdHf Cr Ti Pdσ σ σ σ< < < . It will be 
demonstrated later in this report that the overlap is attributable to the widely varying and often 
overlapping work functions for each of the metal species. A Shapiro-Wilk normal distribution 
test of the data with 0.05α =  permitted rejection of the normal distribution hypothesis for the 
metal Pd due to the wide asymmetric distribution of the data.95 In this case, sdσ  for Pd-contacted 
devices is very unlikely to be representative of a normal distribution, as expected due to the 
ohmic qualities of many devices limiting the upper range of conductance. To examine the 
dependence of mean sdσ  on work function of Hf, Cr, Ti, and Au metal,  ( )ln sdσ  vs. work 
function (See Table 2 for more details) is plotted in fig. 10b. A linear relationship between 
( )ln sdσ and work function is observed, although nonlinearity comes into play at large work 
function.  
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(c) (d)(a) (b)
 
Figure 9. Device structure and electrical properties of SWCNT. (a) Optical image and (b), AFM image of 
CNT-FET devices. Scale bar is 1mm for optical and 20 µm for AFM image. (c) Isd vs. Vsd curves for a group of 
metals on the same CNT. Example of extrapolation procedure used to estimate Isat is shown in the case of a Ti 
contact. (d) Differential conductance curves for sample of Hf, Cr, Ti, and Pd metals exemplifying metal-dependence.  
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In order to understand relationship between ( )ln sdσ and work function, we begin with 
TFE current, since strict thermionic emission current and field emission current will give rise to a 
linear relationship. Pure thermionic emission theory also predicts that: 
0
** 1
sd sdB V V
kT kT
sdI A e e
Φ −
−  
= − 
 
   (2.3) 
Where A** is the effective Richardson constant, B is a constant dependent upon the 
semiconductor dielectric. 
Differentiating: 
0 0
1
sd
sd sd sd
V
kT
B V B V V
sd kT kT kT
sd sd
e
I C e De e
V V
Φ − Φ −
− −
  
−  
∂   = + ∂
 
 
 
   (2.4) 
To evaluate at Vsd = 0, l'Hôpital's rule is used for the first term, which approaches zero as Vsd 
tends to zero. This leaves the expression: 
( )
0
0sd kT
sd
I e
V
Φ
−∂
∝
∂
   (2.5) 
Taking the natural log of this expression the final relationship is observed: 
( ) 0ln 0 38.61sd m
sd
I
V kT
 ∂ Φ
∝ − ∝ − Φ ∂ 
   (2.6) 
 
A simple linear fit of the data in fig. 10b produces a slope < 10, indicating the presence of 
a large field emission component. Therefore, a mixed TFE theory adopted from Crowell et al.96 
and Padovani et al.97 is incorporated to fit the experimental observations. TFE current at a metal-
semiconductor junction is described by, 
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1
sdV
kT
sd satI I e
 
= − 
 
         (2.7) 
With 
( ) 22
0
1 1 1
2 2 2
00 2
00cosh
b
kT Eb sd
sat
A E V
I e
EkT kT
ςςπ ς
 Φ +
− 
 
Φ − +
= ×
  
 
     (2.8) 
where A is the Richardson constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, k is the Boltzmann constant, bΦ  
is the Schottky barrier height, 2 F VE Eζ = − , EF is the CNT Fermi level, Ev is the CNT valence 
band, E00 is a TFE tunneling parameter,96 and 000 00 coth
EE E
kT
 =  
 
. Applying 15gV = − V results 
in 2 0F VE Eζ = − ≈ , simplifying the system. We utilize the Schottky-Mott relationship and 
assume that b s mΦ ≈ Φ − Φ . From the value of graphite, electron affinity, 4.5CNTΧ ≈  and for a 
CNT diameter of 1.7 nm, energy gap, 0.65gE ≈ eV.
37 Therefore, 5.15b mΦ ≈ − Φ , allowing 
replacement of the barrier dependence with a work function dependence. Further differentiating 
equation (2.7) and substituting equation (2.8) with the above relationships for bΦ , we now 
derive an expression for sdσ : 
We begin with the source – drain current described above,  and first, differentiating with respect 
to Vsd using chain rule: 
1
sd
sd
V
V kT
sd s kT
s
sd sd sd
I I ee I
V V V
 ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + ∂ ∂ ∂ 
   (2.9) 
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Substituting in the values of the derivatives: 
( )
( )
22
0
22
0
1 1 1
2 2 2
00 2
00
1 1 1
2 2 2
00 2
00
1 1
2 cosh
cosh
b sd
sd
b
V
kT Eb sdsd kT
sd
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kT Eb sd
A E VI e e
EV kT kT
A E V ee
E kTkT kT
ςς
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π ς
π ς
 Φ +−
− 
 
 Φ +
− 
 
 Φ − +∂
= − × − + ∂     
 
 
Φ − +  ×        
   (2.10) 
Gathering like terms, simplifying: 
( )
( )
22
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1 1 12 2 2
2 00
1
2 002
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b sdV
kT Eb sdsd kT
sd b sd
VI A E e e
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Combining the fractions: 
( )
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2 002
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b sdV
kT Eb sdsd kT
sd b sd
V kTI A E e e
EV V kT kT kT
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   (2.12) 
Letting Vsd = 0; 
( ) ( )
( )
22
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2 00
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2 002
2
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kT Ebsd
sd
sd b
kTI A EV e
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   (2.13) 
In our case, ( )22 b kTςΦ + >> , so the parenthesis can be reduced to: 
( ) 22
0
1 1 12 2 2
2 00
00cosh
b
kT Ebsd
sd
I A E e
EV kT kT kT
ςςς π
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− 
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Simplifying: 
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2 21 002
2 2 00cosh
b
kT Esd
b
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I A E e
EV kT kT
ςς
π
ς
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Taking the natural log of both sides: 
( ) ( ) 222
0
1ln 0 ln
2
sd b
sd b
sd
I V
V kT E
ςς
ς
 ∂ Φ +
= ∝ Φ + + − ∂ 
   (2.16) 
Vg = -15, we can assume that 2 0ς ≈ : 
( ) ( )
0
1 1ln 0 ln
2
sd
sd b b
sd
I V
V E
   ∂
= ∝ Φ − Φ   ∂   
   (2.17) 
The final relation is found by substituting Φb = 5.15 – Φm for Eg ~ 0.65 eV. 
( ) ( ) ( )
0
1 1ln 0 ln 5.15 5.15
2
sd
sd m m
sd
I V
V E
   ∂
= ∝ − Φ − − Φ   ∂   
   (2.18) 
Or simply: 
( ) ( ) ( )
0
1 1ln ln 5.15 5.15
2sd m mE
σ
 
∝ − Φ − − Φ 
 
     (2.19) 
The fitting of this function to Hf, Cr, Ti, and Au is shown fig. 10b. These results allow 
extraction of tunneling parameters 0 000.147E eV E= =  and 
00
0.176kT
E
≈ . The analysis of Crowell 
and Rideout is next used to find 
( )
2
00coshcarriersM
b
E E
kT
α
−
 = =  Φ  
,96 where αM is defined as a ratio of 
carrier energy Ecarriers to barrier height bΦ . 0Mα ≈ from our model, indicating that most carriers 
tunnel directly to the valence band maximum. As a result of assumptions in the derivation, the 
excellent fit of equation (2.19) to the experimental observations strongly supports the existence 
of an unpinned Fermi level at metal-CNT interface. The source of the nonlinearity in fig. 10b 
results from growth of the logarithmic term in equation (2.19) as 5.15mΦ ⇒ . 
Phenomenologically, the energy barrier is sufficiently small and field emission dominant such 
that variations in barrier height produce little to no change in differential conductance. 
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We next consider the saturation current of the above measured SFETs as a function of 
metal work function to further validate the theoretical model and the accurate fitting of the 
differential conductance. satI  for the metals was found by using both ±Vsd curves from all device 
measurements as the positive and negative voltage regimes are correlated to the source/drain 
contacts separately (Hence two satI  values for each device).
98 A histogram of the raw data is 
shown in fig. 11a. The Shapiro-Wilk normal – distribution test of these data again allowed 
rejection of the possibility that Pd came from a normal distribution for 05.0=α . The data set for 
the saturation current is significantly larger than that for differential conductance due to the use 
of both ±Vsd from raw data, hence (other than Pd) the distributions have more visually 
symmetrical shape. 
Interestingly, the exact same TFE relationship as for sdσ  can be used to fit satI , using equivalent 
work function and Fermi level assumptions: 
First taking natural log of equation 2.8, setting Vsd = 0 (due to finding satI  at Vsd = 0) and 
assuming that 2 0ς ≈  once again: 
( ) ( )
1 1
2 2
00
00 0
1ln ( 0) ln ln
2cosh
b
sat sd b
A EI V
E EkT kT
π
 
  Φ
= = + Φ − 
      
   (2.20) 
Removing offset (we only care about proportion, although after extraction of E0 the above 
equation 2.20 may be usable at a later time to calculate empirical constants for the metal-CNT 
junction.), 
( ) ( )
0
1ln ( 0) ln
2
b
s sd bI V E
Φ
= ∝ Φ + −     (2.21) 
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Hence we have derived the exact same relationship (equation 2.19) as differential conductance. 
( )( ) ( ) ( )
0
1 1ln 0 ln 5.15 5.15
2sat sd m m
I V
E
 
= ∝ − Φ − − Φ 
 
   (2.22) 
Note that the first term is much smaller than the second term since E0 is presumably small. 
With the above expression, we again tried to fit the experimental ( )ln satI  data. Pd was not 
included in the fitting, again because the sample mean was not reflective of the asymmetric 
distribution. Figure 11b shows ( )ln satI  versus work function. The extracted tunneling 
parameters, 0 000.139E E= =  and 
00
0.186kT
E
≈ , are similar to those of differential conductance. 
This indicates that TFE and the derived model explain hole conduction in CNTFETs accurately. 
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Figure 10. Raw data of differential conductance (σsd) and fitting to theoretical thermionic field emission 
model. (a) Histograms of ( )ln sdσ  at 15gV V= − . In order of smallest to largest mean value: Hf, Cr, Ti, Au, Pd. 
(b) ( )ln sdσ  plotted vs. contact metal work function. The differential conductance value used for fitting each metal 
is the mean of the distributions in (a.) Work function range is from the literature (Supplementary Information T1). 
Hf and Pd arrows are due to possibility of large work function variations; in these cases the theoretical or only 
available literature values were chosen. 
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Figure 11. Raw data of ( )ln satI  and fitting to theoretical thermionic field emission model. (a) Raw data 
of ( )ln satI  at 15gV = −  as a function of metal. (b) Fitting of the mean values of ( )ln satI  for Hf, Cr, and Ti to 
TFE model derived and discussed in the text. The error bounds for work function are taken from the literature 
(Supplementary Table S1). Hf and Pd arrows are due to possibility of large work function variations; in these cases 
the theoretical or only available literature values were chosen. 
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Next, we consider the small variation of differential conductance (and satI ) observed 
particularly in the case of Au and Cr in fig. 12. These metals are in contrast with Pd and Hf in 
which a large variation was observed.  Further, if one fits the raw data variance onto the 
observed curve of ( )ln sdσ  vs. bΦ , the resulting work function spread falls within the expected 
work function range observed in ambient, indicating strong correlation between local work 
function and sdσ . This phenomenon is demonstrated in fig. 12. It is therefore concluded that 
variation of sdσ  (and Isat) is strongly related to environmental stability of metal, since work 
function can be easily modified by adsorbates (Particularly in the case of Pd and Hf). Implication 
of our measurements and theoretical model fitting are very intriguing, particular for gas sensing. 
Physisorption of gases on a metal alters the work function and surface dipole according to 
exposure dose, often by well-known relationships. While the metals display no change of 
conductance with exposure, when used as a contact to a CNT, the work function and dipole 
change will result in a measurable satI  and sdσ  difference explainable by the relationships 
derived in this report. An initial constraint to this sensing approach is the variation in conducting 
properties for different CNT under varying initial environmental conditions. However, the use of 
different diameter CNT will only affect CNT work function, and a simulation of curves 
increased (decreased) saturation current for smaller (larger) diameter CNT is seen in fig. 13. 
Similar trends are visible for each diameter, but the model fails at a lower contact-metal work 
function due to the smaller CNT work function in larger diameter tubes. In CNT with a diameter 
3.0 nm, Isat approaches 15 µA, similar to what has been observed experimentally. This suggests 
that with large work function metal contacts, the model can also predict Isat in other CNT 
devices.99  
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Therefore, simple I-V measurement during exposure will allow extraction of the work 
function of the metal, which will in turn allow one to measure the existence and even the 
concentration of certain gas species, which previously has been impossible to quantify. 
2.3.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated clear work-function dependent relationships for 
hole current sdσ  and satI . These parameters have been correlated by an existing contact-
dominant conduction mechanism. Using TFE theory, tunneling parameters were extracted using 
a novel characterization method that strongly suggests an unpinned Fermi level in carbon 
nanotubes. Additionally, the results for sdσ  and satI  fittings are in agreement and the 
mathematical model presented can also be utilized to selectivity sense adsorbates in single CNT 
sensors via contact work function change. The process could further be reversed to detect work 
function of a metal in the case of a well controlled environment, an important discovery for 
materials where local probing or optical methods are impossible. 
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Figure 12. Precise correlation is observed in the differential conductance of Au and Cr devices. The spread 
that could be expected due to work function changes is identical to the data spread, suggesting that work function 
differences at the contact is the dominant cause of I-V variations among same-metal contacts. 
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Figure 13. Simulation of diameter effect on ln(Isat) best fit curves. Simulated ln(Isat) curves for different 
diameter CNT using the model and constants from the text. Assuming E00 = 0.147 and that all other factors except 
CNT work function are constant.   
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2.4 CARBON NANOTUBE DIODES: VOLTAGE AND CONTACT-METAL WORK 
FUNCTION DEPENDENCE 
2.4.1 Introduction to Anisotropy 
To construct a model for CNT diode hole-transport with gate-bias Vg = -15 V (hole transport 
only), we introduce current anisotropy defined by 
( )
( )
sd F F
Rsd F R
I V V I
A
II V V V
=
= =
= − =
 . IF is defined as 
the larger magnitude current (Vsd > 0 for consistency). Note that this definition does not imply 
direction of current flow as in a typical metal-semiconductor junction. Here, IR is the smaller 
magnitude current (Vsd < 0 V), and IF the larger current (Vsd > 0). For a mathematical model of 
A , a few assumptions are needed as follows: (i) both metal contacts to the CNT are Schottky in 
nature. (ii) For IF (IR), the contact with larger (smaller 2m mΦ = Φ ) 1m mΦ = Φ  is the dominant 
contact. The large work function 1mΦ  (small 2mΦ ) contact will be defined by Schottky barrier 
height 1bΦ  ( )2bΦ  with subscript “1” (“2”), and (iii) application of Vg = -15 V is sufficient to 
bias the device in the hole-only conducting state for all devices/metals.  
Assumption (ii) is most significant, since it presents a new paradigm for on-state hole 
transport in CNT diodes. By assuming a Vsd-dependent dominant contact, we effectively propose 
that the resistance of current entering the CNT from the metal at either contact is less than that 
from the CNT channel to the metal (for both contacts, metal type independent). Although 
contrary to three-dimensional semiconductors, this assumption is appropriate for CNT due to the 
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large tunneling current contribution to current flow from the metal to the semiconductor. The 
assumption is visually explained by the band diagrams in fig. 14a and fig. 14b. 
2.4.2 Anisotropy Model 
To verify the above hypotheses, we introduce a model utilizing the above assumptions derived 
from thermionic field emission (TFE),96 and fit the model to experimental observations. TFE was 
chosen since in its limiting conditions, it accurately models both field emission and thermionic 
emission. As mentioned above, assuming that 2bΦ  is dominant for hole transport IR and 1bΦ  is 
dominant for hole transport IF, we have the following expressions for the magnitudes of IF and IR: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
11 1 22 2
00 ( ) ( )
( 1), ( 2)
00
1
cosh
i b i i sdV
b i sd i kT E kT
F i R i
A E V
I e e
EkT kT
ς ςπ ς Φ + −  
 
= =
Φ − +  
= × −      
 
 (2.23) 
Where T is temperature (K), A is the Richardson constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, 
2 0F VE Eζ = − = for Vg = -15 V (EV = CNT valence band), E00 is a TFE tunneling parameter, 
and 000 00 coth
EE E
kT
 =  
 
. Applying the above with the Schottky-Mott relationship 
b s mΦ ≈ Φ − Φ ,
37 substituting into equation (2.23), and solving for A  using a first order linear 
approximation: 
( ) 2 1ln b b mA ∝ Φ − Φ ∝ −∆Φ   
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Figure 14. Hf-Pd diode: (a)-(b) Energy band diagram. (a) Device forward bias and (b) device reverse bias. 
(c) sdI  measured in ambient (squares) and vacuum (circles). Inset: linear scale sdI  for comparison. (d) Contrast of 
A  in vacuum and ambient. 
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2.4.3 Results and Discussion 
To test the model, we consider heterometallic contacts to CNT with metals Hf, Cr, Ti, Pd, and 
Au. Since devices were fabricated on the same CNT, fabrication is more difficult but we may 
assume a consistent CNT band gap, resistance, fabrication/growth conditions, and environment. 
These are all necessary assumptions to accurately validate the derived TFE model, as use of 
different CNT will vary each of the parameters. I-V measurements were performed in ambient 
using a probe station with Vg applied via a back gate, unless otherwise noted. A  was then 
calculated point by point for the following metal electrode pairs: Hf-Cr, Hf-Ti, Hf-Pd, Cr-Ti, Pd-
Au. Ambient mΦ  used in the remainder of this report are as follows: Hf = 4.0, Cr = 4.4,
91 Ti = 
4.6,90 Au = 4.8,100 and Pd ~ 4.9.100,101 
We first consider the Pd-Hf device measured in ambient and then vacuum as in fig. 14c. 
Devices fabricated with Pd and Hf contacts had the largest m∆Φ  and largest A , as in fig. 14d. 
Three effects are evident from fig. 14d: (i) IR decreases by an order of magnitude when 
comparing measurements in air and vacuum. This is a direct result of the Pd mΦ  increase and Hf 
mΦ  decrease due to gas desorption in vacuum. (ii) A  is exponentially related to Vsd. (iii) A  of 
the Pd-Hf device in the vacuum state is significantly increased when compared to ambient; for 
Vsd = ±0.5 V, anisotropy increases from 10A ≈  in ambient to 55A ≈  in vacuum without device 
modification. 
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To expand upon the qualitative mΦ  dependence in the Pd-Hf results, other mixed-metal 
devices measured from the same 6mm long CNT are plotted and fit with equation (2.24). Figure 
15a displays the raw A  for different hybrid device types. Each curve was produced via point by 
point averaging of 3-5 different devices.  
Figure 15a shows that as m∆Φ  increases, A  increases for significantly large Vsd  (~0.5 
V).  To fit equation (2), we plot ( ) 2 1ln b bA ∝ Φ − Φ  at Vsd = 0.5 V in fig. 15b. 1, 2b bΦ  were found 
by assuming 4.5CNTΧ ≈  eV (graphite), and 0.65gE eV≈ for a CNT with diameter of 1.7 nm, 
giving 5.15b mΦ ≈ − Φ . The resulting graph of ( )ln A  in fig. 15b is fit well to equation (2.24). If 
intrinsic mΦ  values for the vacuum measurement of the Hf-Pd device are assumed (Hf = 3.9 eV, 
Pd = 5.2eV), the resulting data point also fits well to the best fit of equation (2.24), further 
reassuring the validity of the TFE model and the three major assumptions. Further, the best-fit 
line has slope E00 = 0.285, suggesting field emission is dominant for hole on-state transport.19  
Next, we examine the effect of Vg and majority carrier on a Pd-Hf device. fig. 16a 
displays Isd vs. Vsd for a mixed-metal device in three gate bias regimes: Vg = -20 V is a hole-
conducting diode, Vg = -8 V corresponds to a resistor, and Vg = 16 V is an electron transport 
diode. In the hole conducting on state shown in fig. 16b the device displays 10A ≈ , while the 
resistor state has 1A ≈ . At Vg = 16 V, the device has 0.1A ≈ . Equation (2.24) can be rewritten 
for electron transport in the form ( ) ( )2 1ln b bA ∝ − Φ − Φ .  
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If it is further assumed that 4.5 .5 gVbx mx gE e
τ− Φ = Φ − +   for electrons, { }1,2x ∈ , 0 gV≤ , 
and τ a constant dictated by Vg ~ EF coupling strength, it can be shown that: 
( )ln
g
g
A
V
V
∂
∝ −
∂

        (4.22) 
This equation is equivalent to the hole-only relationship, valid only for single carrier type 
conduction for large ±Vg as in fig. 16b. Figure 16b also indicates that although the device 
changes polarity, the current magnitude in the intermediate resistor state is by far the greatest. 
Also, for Vg >> 0, Isd is small for either ±Vsd, while Isd at Vsd < 0 (on state) at Vg = 16 V is 
actually lower than Isd for Vsd < 0 (off state) at Vg = -16 V; limiting practical utilization of the 
device. 
2.4.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we have demonstrated that in CNT-based Schottky diodes, the primary variable in 
controlling rectification capabilities is m∆Φ  between the mixed-metal contacts. The CNT-based 
reversible polarity device, although having reduced current anisotropy compared with Si planar 
diodes, has greater versatility. A circuit based on adaptive reversible polarity diodes may be 
implemented in both pull-up or pull-down networks without physical modification. 
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Figure 15. Mixed-metal devices on 1.7 nm diameter CNT: (a) average A  vs. Vsd for 3-5 devices of each 
pairing. (b) ( )ln A  vs. 2 1b bΦ − Φ  with best fit. Inset shows linear plot of A  vs. 2 1b bΦ − Φ . 
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Figure 16. Reversible polarity diode: (a) sdI  vs. Vsd for Vg = 16, -8, -20 V. (b) ( )ln A  vs. Vg at Vsd = 0.5 
V.  
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3.0  FABRICATION OF GRAPHENE NANORIBBONS 
3.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The immergence of graphene in 2004 is a major breakthrough in the world of physics. 
Novoselov et al. became the first group to isolate, identify, and electrically measure a truly 2-
dimensional crystal lattice.102 In contrast to 2-dimensional electron gases present at the hetero-
interface in III-V high electron mobility transistors, graphene is perfectly 2-dimensional in that it 
is only 1 atomic layer thick. Although sharing the same basic hexagonal lattice of CNTs, 
graphene has vastly different electrical properties.  Electrons near the Fermi level are described 
by the linear energy dispersion relation qvE F±= , where s
mvF
610~  is the Fermi velocity, q 
is elementary electron charge. The density of states is then linear with respect to momentum and 
energy (k, E). Carriers near the Fermi level can therefore be described by the Weyl-Dirac 
Hamiltonian pvH F

⋅= σ where σ  is the Paul matrice and p  is the momentum. Therein presents 
the paradox, because the Weyl-Dirac Hamiltonian describes ultra-relativistic massless Dirac 
Fermions. Proof of the linear band structure came in the form of field effect measurements in the 
initial work in 2004, which showed an expected “V” shape in the Isd - Vg characteristics. An 
example from our work is shown in fig. 17. This was seen as the first confirmation of successful 
isolation and measurement of graphene. However, the massless Dirac nature of carriers was not 
confirmed until a year later when the same group at Manchester observed that (i) conductivity at 
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the cusp or “Dirac Point” in the Isd - Vg sweep of graphene never fell below the quantum unit of 
conductance, (ii) an anomalous integer quantum hall effect occurring at half-integer filling 
factors, and (iii) the cyclotron effective mass is described by Einstein’s famed E = mc2 
relationship. Amazingly, it was shown that a two dimensional lattice of carbon atoms has 
electrical transport properties typically reserved for ultra-relativistic particles. To further verify 
the relativistic nature of the graphene carriers, a non-zero Berry’s phase was observed in 
magneto-electric measurements in 2005,103 and relativistic Klein tunneling in 2009.104-106 Aside 
from more academic quantum electrodynamics demonstrations, graphene is interesting from an 
engineering standpoint due to its extremely high carrier mobility,107-109 and good thermal 
conductivity.110 The difficulty with graphene is not necessarily in the extraction of extraordinary 
physics from ideal samples, but rather it is the realization of monolayer or bilayer graphene 
sheets and utilization of graphene in FET devices. 
The highest quality graphene samples thus far are produced via mechanical exfoliation of 
highly ordered pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) or KISH graphite.111-115  Mechanical exfoliation is 
performed using the so called scotch tape-method on HOPG,116 which involves the attachment, 
and subsequent pressing and release of graphitic pieces onto a sample. Although highly 
crystalline, only <100 µm graphene flakes with a random number of layers remain on the surface. 
Most of the unique physical and electrical properties of graphene mentioned above were first 
observed in these exfoliated samples. 
However, since the first intentional growth of graphene on a transition metal film and 
transfer to an insulating substrate in 2008,117,118 the quality of graphene samples produced via 
TCVD has steadily improved. It has been previously shown that almost any transition 
metal113,119,120  can be used as a substrate/seed for TCVD growth of graphene. Of these metals, 
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Ni, Pt and Cu display the best results dependent upon desirable growth properties.  Ni is known 
to produce the highest quality multi-layer graphene (MLG) samples due to its high carbon 
solubility.117 On the other hand, it was demonstrated that Pt foils are ideal for growth of large 
single-domains (> 1 mm) of graphene, along with the ability to repeatedly reuse the foil with an 
electrochemical transfer method.121 Although the ability to reuse the foil suggests a future route 
towards sustainability, Pt is such a rare commodity that price alone is an issue. Growth on Pt 
foils also utilized growth times far longer than other transition metal foils. Cu is the most studied 
metal for TCVD graphene growth processes due to its prevalence in the semiconductor industry, 
cheap cost, fast etching rate in nonhazardous chemicals such as FeCl-based etchants, and the 
possibility of large single crystal graphene domains.122,123 As a result, growth of graphene using 
TCVD on Cu foils will be the focus of all subsequent experimental work in this thesis. In depth 
growth and transfer procedures are considered in section 3.2. 
As a semimetal, graphene intrinsically has no bandgap and therefore a limited field effect 
response to carrier transport. Unlike CNTs, there are no boundary conditions we can apply to 
naturally induce a bandgap without modifying the monolayer graphene layer. Application of a 
transverse (perpendicular) electric field in Bernel-stacked bilayer graphene breaks the electron-
hole symmetry and can open a small bandgap.124 However, large fields are required, and the 
disadvantage of bilayer graphene is a lower mobility. Furthermore, Bernel-stacked bilayer 
graphene cannot yet be consistently grown with CVD methods.  
Efforts to increase field effect response in monolayer graphene center around reducing 
the allowable phase space via reduced lateral dimensions.125-129 Reflecting a consistent problem 
plaguing both industry and academia in transistor micro fabrication, graphene nanoribbons (GNR) 
with channel widths (w)  smaller than 15 nm are extremely difficult to fabricate with 
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conventional top-down techniques.130-132 Circumventing the use of top down procedures, in 
section 3.3 it will be shown that GNR can instead be fabricating using CNTs as etch masks. Isd - 
Vg results indicate that on/off ratios greater than 104 are possible at room temperature using this 
novel method. 
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Figure 17. Field effect response of a graphene ribbon with width ~ 100 nm showing characteristic “V” 
shape. 
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3.2 GRAPHENE GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION 
3.2.1 Growth of Graphene Using Chemical Vapor Deposition on Copper Foil 
Recent work demonstrates that the nucleation of monolayer graphene and size of resulting 
crystal domains is highly dependent upon the smoothness of the Cu surface.122 Therefore, prior 
to growth, we first annealed and then polished Cu foil using a cheap and easy hand-polishing 
method. Firstly, 100 micron Cu foil was purchased from Nilaco Corp. The large rolls of foil were 
carefully cut into ~4 cm x 8 cm pieces and annealed for 3 hours in a tube furnace at 1050° C 
while flowing 500-1000 sccm of 99.999% Ar gas, and 100 sccm of 99.999% H2 gas. The 
annealing is performed to increase the Cu domain size and reduce surface roughness. Samples 
were then taped to the lid of a 4” plastic Petri dish for polishing. Importantly, the etchant used 
during polishing must not come into contact with the backside of the foil to avoid unwanted 
particle formation and damage to the Cu foil. To prevent etchant contamination, the tape was 
very carefully cut and pressed with sharp tweezers to cover all four edges and the corners of the 
Cu foil. Next, a two-stage polishing process is performed. In separate 4” plastic Petri dishes, 8 ml 
and 4 ml of Transene CE-100 (Transene Corporation) etchant are diluted with water to fill the 
dish to the brim. Ten clean wipes (Kimtech Science) are folded into 5cm x 5 cm squares and 
placed into each Petri dish. Beginning with the stronger etchant solution, the Cu foil is gently and 
very quickly wiped with the etchant-soaked wipes without applying significant pressure. After 
wipes turn green from CuOx formation, a new wipe is used quickly to prevent drying of particles 
on the Cu surface. After vigorously polishing with first the strong etchant and then the weak 
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etchant, the sample is thoroughly washed in 18.3 Ω/cm DI water for ~5 minutes to remove any 
Cu/CuOx particles from attaching to the surface. Finally, the sample is dried with a nitrogen or 
air gun. The final washing step is critical to controlled nucleation of monolayer graphene. For 
unpolished graphene and on samples where little care was taken to remove Cu/CuOx 
nanoparticles, we observed the growth of poor quality monolayer, bilayer and multilayer growth 
depending upon the growth conditions and pressure. An example of a dirty sample is shown in 
fig. 18, where the small dots widely spread across the surface were found to be CuOx particles 
via electron diffraction spectra.  
Graphene growth was performed in the home built LPCVD system discussed in 
Appendix C using a methane carbon source, hydrogen reducing gas, and argon flow gas 
following the recipe outlined in fig. 19. For monolayer growth, polished Cu foil was placed in 
the center region on an Al2O3 sample holder. After checking for leaks and pumping out with a 
mechanical pump, 200 sccm of Ar and 100 sccm H2 flow was activated while turning on the  
furnace heating element. At max ramp rate (~20° C/min) the furnace temperature is raised to just 
under the melting temperature of the copper. This temperature was found to change, but typically 
the temperature was about 1078° C. Annealing was performed for at least an hour to further 
decrease surface roughness and remove any residual CuOx via high temperature reduction with 
hydrogen. During growth, Ar flow was turned off while flowing 10 sccm H2 and 2 sccm of CH4. 
On very flat samples, the growth time was found to be self limiting after a few minutes. A 3 
minute growth time was found to reproducibly cover the substrate with a monolayer of graphene 
with sheet resistance ~ 225-300 Ω/□. An example optical and Raman spectra of high quality 
monolayer graphene is shown in fig. 20a and fig. 20b, respectively. 
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We further found that non polished/annealed 70 micron thick Cu foil (Nilaco Corp) or 25 
micron foil (Alpha Aesar) in atmospheric pressure growth mode nearly always produced more 
than a single layer of graphene for growth times longer than 30 seconds. It was demonstrated 
previously that atmospheric growth nucleation and nucleation occurs much faster than low-
pressure growth, therefore a monolayer-limiting condition is more difficult to achieve. One few-
layer graphene SEM image is displayed in fig. 21. 
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Figure 18. Zoomed images of the graphene surface post-transfer to SiO2. Close examination reveals 
Cu/CuOx nanoparticles littering the surface of the graphene. 
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Figure 19. Typical low pressure CVD growth conditions using methane as a carbon source. The sharp 
decrease in temperature at 700° C is due to the opening of the split-hinge furnace. 
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Figure 20. Monolayer graphene characterization (a) Optical Image of monolayer graphene after transfer to 
a SiO2 substrate. (b) Raman spectra showing typical monolayer graphene signature. Note the lack of a D-band. 
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Figure 21. SEM image of graphene on SiO2. Light areas are monolayer graphene while darker regions 
indicate regions of few/multi layer graphene. 
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3.2.2 Graphene Substrate Transfer 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in 4% Anisole was spin-coated on the post-graphene 
growth Cu foil, or post CNT-growth Si/SiO2 sample at ~1000 rpm for 30 seconds. During CVD 
growth graphene is grown on both the polished surface of the Cu foil, as well as the rough back 
side. To remove the back-side graphene growth prior to etching away the Cu, the backside was 
etched using 20 W oxygen plasma for 5 seconds (O2 flow rate of 5 sccm, P ~ 480 mtorr). The Cu 
foil was then etched using a ~.01 M solution of ammonium persulfate ((NH4)2S2O8) in DI water 
by floating the foil/PMMA on the surface of the etchant. For 100 µm Cu foil, etching required 
the foil to float on the surface of the etchant for up to 12 hours. After Cu foil is completely 
etched away, the PMMA/graphene remains floating on the surface due to the hydrophobic nature 
of moth materials. Next, the PMMA with graphene or SWCNT was soaked repeatedly in DI 
water baths by transferring the PMMA using a rigid and clean Si/SiO2 sacrificial substrate. After 
soaking in the final clean DI bath for at least 12 hours, the PMMA was ‘scooped’ onto the final 
desired substrate. The substrate was placed vertically to allow residual water to drip from the 
substrate while drying in an oven at 70° C for 15 minutes. The dried sample was then placed on a 
hot plot set to 155° C for up to 24 hours to improve adhesion of the graphene with the Si/SiO2 
substrate. After removing and rethermalization with ambient environment, the samples were 
soaked in acetone for 30 minutes in two separate baths. Critically, we found that blow drying 
directly after acetone dipping improved adhesion when compared to the typically used 
Acetone/IPA/DI water soaking employed for clean samples.  
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After checking the quality of the graphene transfer in an optical microscope, the graphene 
substrate was typically baked for another 3-4 hours on a hot plate set to 150° C. Cleanliness of 
the graphene, including presence of residual PMMA was found to be more dependent upon the 
quality and crystallinity of the graphene film, and not the cleaning procedure.  
3.2.3 Raman Spectroscopy of Graphene 
Graphene grown under different polishing and growth conditions was characterized with 
resonant Raman scattering (Renishaw) and confocal Raman spectroscopy. Figure 22 shows 
Raman data for monolayer, bilayer with weak coupling, Bernel-stacked bilayer graphene, and 
twisted bilayer on the same sample grown via atmospheric pressure TCVD. Monolayer graphene 
Raman spectra is characterized based on the magnitude and shape of the second-order G’ (~2700 
cm-1 using 2.41 eV laser excitation) and G (1580 cm-1 using 2.41 eV laser excitation) bands. The 
G’ mode is a 2-phonon (iTO) double resonance process, while the D-band (1350 cm-1 using 2.41 
eV laser excitation) results from one elastic scattering event originating from a defect and a 
second inelastic (iTO) phonon.133 The G-band is a result of a doubly degenerate zone center 
mode, and is actually the only first order Raman process observed in graphene.134 G’ band is 
often referred to as the 2D band since the frequency is roughly half that of the G’, although they 
are phenomenalogically different, and the G’ band can have a nonzero magnitude even in non-
defective samples and away from sample edge. Examining fig. 22 carefully, we observe that the 
G’ band in monolayer graphene and bilayer weakly-coupled graphene follows a single 
Lorentzian line shape. Conversely, the electronic and phonon bands split into two bands for 
Bernel (AB) stacked bilayer graphene. The broader G’ band is thus a summation of 4 
Lorentzian’s reflecting the interaction of these sub bands.  
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The graphene sample measured and mapped in fig. 22 was grown on unpolished Cu foil 
with a slightly increased hydrogen content, resulting in about 90% bilayer growth. Such sample 
is not desirable for GNRs discussed in section 3.3, but is a strong demonstration of the 
nondestructive characterization capabilities of Raman spectroscopy of graphene. Raman data can 
also give basic information about the crystallinity and overall quality of monolayer and bilayer 
graphene. The D-band, which is almost unnoticeable in fig. 20, can be very significant in 
samples that are defective as in fig. 23. 
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Figure 22. Bilayer graphene growth and interlayer-coupling variations. (a) Optical image of 90% bilayer 
graphene grown on Cu foil. (b) Confocal Raman mapping showing the inter-domain and cross-domain coupling 
differences via the G and G’ bands. (c) SEM image of typical mixed-layer graphene growth sample. (d) Raman 
spectra indicating a stacking-order difference from various regions of (b). 
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Figure 23. Defective bilayer graphene Raman signature. (a) Optical image shows graphene transferred onto 
SiO2 substrate with electrodes. Roughly 90% is BLG. While the top layer is growing, the bottom layer is damaged 
by high temperature hydrogen etching. The resulting defects from the bottom layer can be seen in the appearance of 
a large ‘D’ peak in the Raman spectrum.  
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3.3 GRAPHENE NANORIBBON FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS FABRICATED 
FROM UV IRRADIATION OF CNT-MASKED GRAPHENE 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Graphene is an excellent platform for examining physics associated with quantum 
electrodynamics105,135,136 and its high mobility shows promise in monolithic microwave 
integrated circuits found in communications applications115,137 However, without an electrical 
band gap, graphene has limitations in the application of logic switching due to a very poor field 
effect on/off ratio. Formation of a transport gap/bandgap allows more efficient field effect carrier 
modulation in graphene. One manner of opening an electrical transport gap is via inducing lateral 
confinement by patterning graphene nanoribbons (GNR). 125,128,138,139  
Reducing GNRs to widths of 5-10 nm, where quantum confinement and coulomb 
blockade effects induce a large transport gap, challenges current minimal-width limitations in 
electron beam lithography.126,127,130-132,140,141 Organic lithography dimensions are limited by the 
length of the molecular polymer chains, while inorganic resist patterning is limited by the 
minimum beam with achievable from the SEM column. To overcome these critical dimension 
limits, other methods incorporating graphene wrinkles,130 dense and aligned block copolymer 
masks,142 CNT unzipping,143 and electrical sculpting144 have been utilized to pattern GNRs 
narrower than 10 nm in width. CNT Unzipping aside, each of these novel methods are limited by 
unpredictable size distributions and small Gon/Goff ratios. Conversely, CNT unzipping promises 
smaller GNR widths because critical dimensions are determined by the initial tube diameter. 
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However, previous CNT unzipping procedures are limited by the need to first unzip the CNT 
into a GNR, and then disperse the resulting GNR onto a desired substrate. Unzipping results in 
better optimal performance over other methods discussed above, but chemical etching and 
dispersion methods often result in misoriented GNR that can be easily damaged during 
dispersion.145,146  
In light of these technical challenges, in this letter we examine the effect of UV on 
graphene in an oxygen environment, and show that by masking single layer graphene with CNT 
as a sacrificial mask, ultra-narrow GNRs with room temperature GOn/GOff exceeding 104 can be 
fabricated. The results of UV-irradiation on CNT-masked graphene are compared with UV 
exposures of CNTs and graphene separately. Results indicate that UV irradiation slowly etches 
both graphene and CNTs, but due to the CNT-masking in the hybrid samples, GNR can be 
fabricated when exposure time is controlled.  
3.3.2 Fabrication and UV Irradiation 
Graphene growth was done using low pressure-chemical vapor deposition (LP-CVD) on Cu foil 
using methane as the feed gas, similar to previous work.147 Using standard floating PMMA 
methods, the graphene was transferred to an Si (500 μm)/SiO2 (300nm) wafer with prefabricated 
probe-able Cr (10nm)/Au (70 nm) pads. Secondly, long and aligned SWCNTs were grown on a 
separate sacrificial Si/SiO2 substrate using laminar flow thermal CVD using 0.001 M 
FeCl3/Ethanol catalyst solution as reported previously.89 Next, PMMA was spin coated on the 
SiO2/CNT wafer surface. The sacrificial SiO2 layer was etched away with a 25% HF solution, 
leaving the aligned SWCNTs attached on the bottom of the PMMA film. The SWCNTs were 
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then transferred onto the graphene surface. E-beam lithography/evaporation was used to fabricate 
Cr/Au source/drain electrodes with graphene/CNT traversing the contacts. To define the channel 
region of future GNRs, a sacrificial 20 nm thick Nickel film was deposited on the 
SWCNT/graphene across source/drain electrodes. All uncovered SWCNT/graphene were etched 
by exposing the sample to 20 watt oxygen plasma for 10 seconds. The protective Ni layer was 
subsequently etched with an FeCl3-based etchant, leaving source and drain electrodes connected 
via SWCNT/graphene. For GNR patterning, SWCNT/graphene were placed in a closed chamber 
and 100 sccm of 99.999% O2 flowed for 30 minutes to purge humidity and residual gases. While 
maintaining the O2 flow, UV irradiation was done with a 20 mW/cm2  low-pressure Hg lamp 
with 254 nm (90%) and 185 nm (10%) emission. Electrical measurements of GNR were 
performed prior to irradiation, and once again after 1 hour and 2 hours total UV exposure. AFM 
scans were also performed prior to irradiation and after a total of 2 hours of UV.  
3.3.3 Characterization and Discussion 
Electrical measurements of pristine SWCNT/graphene are shown in figure 24a. A V-shape Gsd-
Vg response is observed, with minimum Gsd occurring at VDirac ~10V, similar behavior to a slight 
p-doped graphene on SiO2 substrate. Therefore, CNT influence on conductance is assumed to be 
minimal due to both a large conductivity of pristine graphene, and small 1 mV applied potential. 
Figure 24b shows Gsd -Vg response after 1 hour of UV irradiation. No conductance minimum is 
observed although overall graphene conductance decreased by a factor of ~102 for all Vg. Further 
UV exposure decreased the off-state conductance 7 orders of magnitude from pristine, while on-
state conductance decreased by ~5 x 103 , as seen in figure 24c.  
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Although the on/off ratio in Fig. 24c is greater than 103, the mechanism for the improved 
performance of CNT/graphene hybrid structure is unclear. As aforementioned, it seems that the 
contribution of CNT for channel conductance is insignificant because of the existence of a Dirac 
point. However, in Figs. 24b and 24c, it is not clear how monolayer graphene and CNT are 
contributing to the channel conductance. To determine the source of the Gsd-Vg dependence on 
UV exposure time, we independently examine the effects of UV irradiation by fabricating 
separate graphene-only FETs and on CNT-only FETs. These results are then compared with 
characteristics of the CNT-graphene hybrid devices.  
Graphene FETs and CNT-FETs were fabricated with Cr/Au contacts and 2 μm channel 
lengths, equivalent to the GNR samples. Considering CNT-FETs first, Gsd-Vg measurements 
were performed in the pristine (non-UV irradiated) state and then as a function of UV irradiation 
time as shown in figure 25a. It was found that up to 10 minutes of UV exposure, CNT-FET 
clearly showed off-states near a gate bias of 20V. However, after 1 hour UV irradiation, all 
samples became insulating regardless of original metallicity. To clarify whether device failure 
resulted from break-junctions, complete etching, or CNT flattening, AFM topography scans were 
performed on a CNT-FET exposed to UV for 1 hour. In Fig. 25b, we observed bright lines 
running in a certain direction (indicated by arrows) that are SWCNTs grown by thermal SWCNT.  
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Figure 24. Electrical data for GNRs. (a-c) Gsd-Vg data of a GNR device as a function of UV exposure time. 
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Figure 25. AFM and electrical analysis of CNT FETs. (a) Gsd-Vg as a function of time for CNT-FETs and 
(b) AFM topography of a CNT device after 2 hour of UV exposure time. Post UV CNT height < 1 nm indicates 
ozone etching. 
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As we zoomed in, we found that those SWCNTs were truncated (inset of Fig. 25b), 
which is attributed to inhomogeneous oxidation, and showed height of between 0.4 nm and 1 nm. 
The result indicates that SWCNTs are under an oxidative etching, because pristine tube 
diameters in our CVD process are 1.5 - 2 nm From these results, partial CNT etching occurs and 
intrinsic CNT electrical properties are not the source of the Gsd-Vg curves in figure 24. Therefore, 
we expect that exposing SWCNT to UV caused a gradual oxidative erosion of SWCNTs by 
oxygen radicals, and contributed to the termination of conducting path through SWCNT 
networks. As a result, after one hour, the channel conductance solely depends upon grapheme 
channel in case of CNT/graphene hybrid devices.  
The same oxidation procedure was applied on graphene-FETs. Figure 26a shows Gsd-Vg 
before and after the UV exposure. It was observed that all samples become insulating after 1 
hour irradiation. Figure 26b shows the surface topography in the pristine state while figure 26c 
shows the same area after 2 hours of UV exposure. Two notable changes were observed: Firstly, 
the graphene surface roughness increased, and is etched into nanoscale islands. Secondly, a 
larger portion of wrinkles clearly appear to remain even after the 2 hours of UV irradiation, 
which is consistent with previous work.141 However, since no GRP-FET remained conducting 
after even 1 hours UV, these domain-boundary wrinkles cannot be the source of the FET 
response in the UV irradiated CNT/graphene samples. Furthermore, the clear etching of 
monolayer graphene precludes UV irradiation-induced GOx formation as the cause of the 
improved GOn/GOff. 
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To compare with each CNT and graphene result, AFM scans were also performed on 2 
hour UV-irradiated CNT-graphene devices, as shown in figure 27. As in figure 26b, monolayer 
graphene is etched into nanoscale islands, which is more clearly shown in the inset of figure 27 
(circular dotted lines). Large wrinkles resulting from Cu domain-boundaries during growth are 
etched into a very dense groupings of disconnected graphene islands. The location of the etched 
CNTs, which are distinguishable from the graphene wrinkles by strong parallel alignment, are 
denoted by two white dotted parallel curves running horizontally in figure 27. While 
topologically similar on a large scale, UV-irradiated graphene wrinkles and CNTs, closer 
analysis (square dotted outline in figure 27 inset) shows that the graphene wrinkles are actual 
highly discontinuous on a sub-micron scale (make it more outstanding. it is important). 
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Figure 26. AFM and electrical analysis of Graphene FETs.  (a) Gsd -Vg measurement of graphene samples 
as a function of UV exposure time. AFM topography of graphene (b) before and (c) after 2 hours of UV exposure. 
Graphene domain boundary wrinkles remain after UV irradiation, while monolayer graphene is etched into nano-
islands. 
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In demonstrating that: (i) monolayer graphene and CNTs are slowly etched by UV 
irradiation in an oxygen environment, (ii) graphene wrinkles are highly discontinuous yet 
structurally remain after UV etching (but do not contribute to the conductance), and (iii) by 
showing that graphene-FETs and CNT-FETs become insulating after ~1 hour of UV exposure, it 
can be concluded that the improved on/off ratio and the formation of an off-state in the 
conductance sweeps results from formation of GNRs underneath the aligned CNTs. This is 
justified because although CNTs are partially etched by the UV irradiation and electrical 
discontinuous, AFM images in figure 25b do indicate that structurally the CNT remains intact. 
The resulting graphene strip under the CNT is thus patterned into an ultra-narrow GNR whose 
width is probably comparable to the CNT diameter of 1.5~2 nm. This suggests that the UV time-
evolution shown in figure 24b would then represent a partial etching of the graphene/CNT 
structure, while figure 24c would be consistent with formation of clear transport gap and GNR 
thinning to nm dimensions. We note that a final channel width of < 10 nm is a 104 reduction in 
dimension from the initial 50 µm width, which is the same order of magnitude decrease in GOn 
observed between figure 24a and 24c.  
To further analyze these ultra-narrow GNRs, we used a vacuum probe station with an 
open cycle LN2 feed through to measure cryogenic electrical properties of GNR FETs. Gsd - Vg 
measurements in figure 28a and 28c show two devices with GOn/GOff ratio of 103 and >104, 
respectively, at room temperature. At 80K, the device from figure 28a showed an order of 
magnitude decrease in conductance for both the on-state and off-state as depicted in figure 28b. 
Critically, we also observed conductance fluctuations occurring when the device is switching 
between the on/off state. GOn, however, are consistent, always flattening out to produce on-state 
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resistance values of ~ 1.25 MΩ. The Gsd - Vg response in figures 28a (300K) and 28b (80K) 
indicate that current fluctuations also have no clear temperature dependence. Previous studies 
have shown via coulomb blockade spectroscopy and Dirac point mapping that inhomogeneous 
puddles of charge exist in graphene over length scales of 10-20 nm.148 GNRs have weak 
coulomb screening and an imperfect edge structure, and thus the noisy electric response is 
attributed to perturbation by the charge puddles. 
3.3.4 Conclusion 
The method presented and corresponding GNR results demonstrate a unique method to fabricate 
GNR using CNT as a UV-irradiation mask. The GNR have excellent GOn/GOff greater than 104. 
With careful time control, device scalability could be achieved and ribbon density controlled by 
varying the CVD growth conditions of the CNT or use of densely dispersed CNTs.149 We further 
note that after considering previous work with UV-based oxidation and etching procedures, the 
conditions described are highly dependent upon the humidity, chamber design, UV intensity, and 
temperature.150 
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Figure 27. AFM Characterization of a CM-GNR FET after 2 hours of UV irradiation. Large wrinkles are 
etched into dense disconnected islands. GNR indicated by horizontal white lines. 
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Figure 28. Field effect measurements of GNR transistors. (a) Room temperature and (b) 80K low 
temperature Gsd-Vg measurement of the same device. (c) Room temperature Gsd-Vg sweep of a second device having 
on/off ratio of ~
4105× . Red arrows denote sweep direction. 
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4.0  SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
The work presented here includes significant advances in the understanding of the nature of 
mesoscopic contacts to nanoscale objects. We now have an improved phenomenological 
understanding of contact physics between CNT and metal species based on quantitative 
measurements of the energy barrier heights on the same CNT. From these measurements, a new 
non-planar dipole model nicknamed the SIC or Surface Inversion Channel model was proposed. 
We also observed, for the first time, a contact-dominant BTB tunneling mechanism in CNT 
FETs. 
In addition to a new model of band alignment at the metal-CNT contacts, we were also 
able to formulate a TFE (thermionic field emission)-based model to describe the saturation 
current and contact resistance of devices purely based on metal type and work function. The 
results of each of these studies has increased validity due to the devices all being fabricated on 
one single ultra long CNT. Furthermore, the TFE model was based on a statistical analysis of  
almost a hundred devices on a single CNT to test the validity and prove the above TFE model. 
Using a similar TFE model, current rectification or “Anisotropy” can be predicted in CNT 
Schottky diodes based on the difference in metal work function of the hetero-metal contacts. The 
work on CNT Schottky diodes also demonstrated a novel switchable polarity CNT Schottky 
diode. 
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The work provides a vastly improved framework for understanding contact related 
properties in CNT FETs. Future improvements in devices and scalability may dependent moreso 
on improvements in CNT growth, positioning, and diameter/Chirality control.151,152 These factors 
overshadow the ability to fabricate high performance electrical devices due to the maturity of the 
research field.  
Graphene, conversely, remains a very hot topic with many unanswered questions - 
particularly involving GNR and bilayer graphene. Graphene growth has advanced steadily, and it 
is foreseeable that centimeter sized single-domain growth on Cu will become standard in 
research labs across the globe.123 Our growth work here considered issues relating to the Cu 
substrate. We were able to lower sheet resistances and limit bilayer graphene growth by using a 
simple hand polishing method. Ultimately, however, graphene is a semimetal with limited 
application in FET switching devices. One possible route relying on CNT as a mask to intense 
UV irradiation of graphene was proposed and analyzed in this thesis. The GNR displayed 
excellent on/off ratios exceeding 104 without the need for top down lithography processes. One 
possible drawback is that the proposed method hinges on the ability to grow dense CNT arrays 
and cleanly transfer to graphene. Related issues are topics for future exploration and may allow 
magnitude increases in the on current density in such devices. Use of shorter channel lengths or 
larger diameter CNTs are two other possible routes to increase current densities to useful levels. 
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APPENDIX A 
CNT/GRAPHENE TIGHT BINDING BAND STRUCTURE CALCULATION 
The carbon atoms in a graphene lattice are arranged hexagonally, each atom having exactly 3 
nearest neighbors. Only the pz electron interactions between atoms are considered in this 
estimation, due to lack of overlap or zero total overlap for all other s, px, and py electron wave 
functions. Beginning with Schrödinger’s Equation: 
( ) ( ) ( )kkEkH Ψ=Ψ         (A.1) 
With H the Hamiltonian, E the energy eigenvalues, and ( )kΨ  the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
Each eigenfunction can be written as a linear sum of Bloch functions: 
( ) ( )∑ Φ=Ψ
m
mm kck         (A.2) 
These Bloch functions are themselves written as linear sums of atomic wave functions. The 
graphene lattice contains a dual basis, and we shall denote the atoms in the first and second sub 
lattice by the subscripts “D” and “F”. Normalized Bloch functions for the sub lattices therefore 
are: 
( )D
R
Rik
D RreN D
D −=Φ ∑ ⋅ φ1        (A.3) 
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( )F
R
Rik
F RreN F
F −=Φ ∑ ⋅ φ1        (A.4) 
With N = number of unit cells, and RD and RF the translational lattice vector. Solving the 
Schrodinger’s equation, we substitute in the Bloch functions from equation (A.4) and multiply 
by DΦ  and FΦ . The resulting linear equations are: 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 0
0
=−+−
=−+−
kSkEkHCkSkEkHC
kSkEkHCkSkEkHC
FFFFFFDFDD
DFDFFDDDDD    (A.5) 
With ( ) njjn HkH ΦΦ=  and njjn HS ΦΦ=  the Hamiltonian matrix elements and the 
overlaps of the Bloch functions, respectively. We simply the system of equations by noting that 
( ) ( )kHkH FFDD = , ( ) ( )kHkH FDDF ∗= , ( ) ( )kSkS FFDD = , and ( ) ( )kSkS FDDF ∗=  and finding the 
nontrivial solutions for ( )kE  that satisfy the 2 x 2 matrix determinant [ ]ESH −det . This yields: 
( ) ( ) ( )
3
32
2
1010
2
422
E
EEEEEE
kE
−+−+−−
=±

    (A.6) 
With E values as follows, with k variable dropped to ease notation: 
∗
∗
∗∗
−=
−=
+=
=
DFDFDD
DFDFDD
DFDFDFDF
DDDD
SSSE
SHHE
SHHSE
SHE
2
3
2
2
1
0
       (A.7) 
With ( )+kE  representing the valence band and ( )−kE  the conduction band of graphene. Next we 
will assume that interactions occur only between nearest neighbors. The quantity DDH  is solved 
first: 
( ) ( )∑∑ −−=ΦΦ= ⋅⋅
D D
DD
R R
DD
Rik
DD
Rik
DDDD RreHRreN
HH
'
'
'
1 φφ   (A.8) 
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The nearest neighbor assumption implies that for each RD summed over the second has only RD 
= RD’, simplifying the equation greatly and allowing us to define a new constant p2ε : 
( ) ( )'2
1
DDDDDDp RrHRrNN
H −−== φφε     (A.9) 
The matrix element for the Hamiltonian between the D and F atoms is slightly more complicated, 
but begins with the expression: 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∑ −−=ΦΦ= −⋅
D F
FD
R R
FFDD
RRik
FDDF RrHRreN
HH φφ1   (A.10) 
The first sum is simply over N atoms in the lattice, once again cancelling out the 1/N constant. 
The second sum, however, is done over the three nearest neighbors of each atom RD. To perform 
this sum, the vector quantities for the three nearest neighbors (which are defined as  R1i, R2i, and 
R3i here, with Rki = RB(ki) – RA and k indicating the number of neighbors (1) and i = 1, 2, 3) must 
be known. These are: 
( )2111 23
1 aaR −=   ( )2112 23
1 aaR +−=   ( )2113 3
1 aaR −−=  
Inserting into equation (A.10) above, and recognizing that the atomic wave functions are radial 
symmetric, the Hamiltonian matrix element becomes: 
( ) ( ) ( )11131211 RRrHRreeeH DFDDRikRikRikDF −−−++= ⋅⋅⋅ φφ   (A.11) 
Which can be further reduced by introducing the constant γ0 and substituting in the vector 
constants for R11, R12, R13 : 
( ) ( )121213
1
0 ++





= ⋅⋅
+⋅− aikaikaaik
DF eeeH γ       (A.12) 
γ0 is typically referred to as the tight binding integral. Performing the same analysis for SDF, we 
get: 
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( ) ( )121213
1
0 ++





= ⋅⋅
+⋅− aikaikaaik
DF eeeSS       (A.13) 
With the constant overlap integral 
iBA
S
10
φφ= . Finally, the resulting energy bands can 
solutions can be achieved by substituting the values of HDF and SDF (or conjugates) into the E(k) 
expression of equation  (A.6) to get the result (in reciprocal lattice vectors k = k1 k1 + k2 k2) 
( ) ( )
( )21210
212102
21 2cos22cos22cos231
2cos22cos22cos23
,
kkkks
kkkk
kkE p
−+++±
−+++±
=±
πππ
πππγε
  (A.14) 
Note that an even simpler “tight binding approximation” can be performed by assuming that the 
overlap between atomic wave functions at different atoms is zero (SDF = 0), and assuming SDD = 
1. This is a reasonable assumption and significantly reduces the complexity of the energy band 
equations by forcing E1 = 0 and E3 = 1.153 This method is only accurate near the graphene k – 
points, however.  
Note that the above derivation for graphene is identical to the CNT tight binding calculation, at 
least for the bands near the Dirac k-points. To take into account the CNTs circumference, simply 
adding a quantization conditions to the radial wave function quantitatively reproduces the 
semiconducting and metallic relationships described in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX B 
CARBON NANOTUBE CHIRALITY 
The lattice structure, Brillouin zone and unit cell of CNT are defined in terms of graphene. 
Figure 29 shows the graphene honeycomb lattice with the reciprocal space vectors a1 and a2 
defined. A graphene unit cell contains two atoms at the locations (in terms of a1 and a2) 
( )213
1 aa +  and ( )213
2 aa + . These basis vectors are further used to define the structure of a 
SWCNT. SWCNT are classified and identified by interpreting the cylinder as a sheet of 
graphene wrapped via the Chiral vector. This Chiral wrapping vector is defined as: 
21 manac +=          (B.1) 
Where n, m defines the Chiral indices of the nanotube, and will become useful later when 
electrical properties are defined in terms of these values. The wrapping angle or Chiral angle of a 
CNT is defined as: 
( ) ( )
2
221
2
1
21
2
cos
nnnn
nn
++
+
=θ        (B.2) 
The Chiral angle is the angle between the basic vector a1 and the Chiral vector c. Figure 29 can 
be seen for the graphical interpretation of this value. As can be inferred from the definition of the 
Chiral vector, the diameter of a SWCNT is simply the length of c: 
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Figure 29. (a) Diagram of graphene with Chiral vector and wrapping angle used to construct CNT from 
graphene lattice 154. (b) Graphene Brillouin zone with corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors defined. 
 
Where 210 aaa == . When discussing electronic band structure, quantities based upon 
the Chiral indices can be utilized in defining quantization conditions and other values. Further 
subcategories of carbon nanotubes are based on these indices, with each having unique 
characteristics: SWCNT are further divisible into three classifications dependent upon these 
Chiral indices: armchair, Chiral, and zigzag. Armchair tubes are those SWCNT with an index of 
(n,n) and are unique by their metallic character. Zigzag SWCNT denote those with (n,0) index 
and may be either semiconducting or metallic dependent upon the value of n. The remaining 
tubes are referred to as Chiral CNT, and can also have either metallic or semiconducting 
character. They are further defined by (in most cases) a very large unit cell.  
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APPENDIX C 
THERMAL CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION SYSTEM 
 
A TCVD system based on a three-zone Carbolite 24” hot-zone split-hinge furnace was built as 
shown in Figure 30. The furnace is capable of 1200° Celsius operation and was retrofitted in-
house using fibrous alumina refractory board to fit common 50 cm diameter tubes.  This tube 
size was chosen to limited turbulent flow in long, thin tubes, reduce flow rate requirements of 
feed gases, and for better uniformity of the temperature within the chamber. Gas flow rates are 
controlled using MKS Mass Flow Controllers and Control unit with feed gases methane (CH4), 
hydrogen (H2), and Argon (Ar). The flow ranges for each of these units is 1:50 sccm CH4, 1:100 
sccm (H2), and 1:500 sccm (Ar). The system was fitted with ultra high vacuum capable ends 
(MTI Corporation), and all gas connections were made from ¼” Swagelok fittings to prevent 
leakage. The system was further formatted with a valve to switch between atmospheric and 
vacuum (~10-3 torr)  operation. Atmospheric pressure is utilized primarily for CNT growth, 
while vacuum condition was found to be more idea for single-layer graphene.  
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Figure 30. TCVD system based on a split-hinge Carbolite furnace retrofitted with Al2O3 insulation to fit 50 
cm quartz tubes. The system is interface to a computer using Labview (to the right of the visible furnace controller) 
with gas flow controlled using an MKS MFC system and flow controller. System is connect to roughing pump in 
this diagram although it can operate at atmospheric pressure by changing fittings. 
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APPENDIX D 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 
Low temperature measurements were performed in a closed cycle refrigerator over the 
temperature range 20 – 300 K. Electrical measurements were collected with a Keithley 236 
(Source/Drain) and Keithley 237 (Gate/Drain) with automated Labview interface, or via Keithley 
4200SC semiconductor analyzer. 
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